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T HECURRENT ONLlNE.COM 
Bush speaks at 
Ohio State U. 
commencement 
BY SUSANNE CERVENKA 
.. - ... " ... ," ......... . , ...... '" ....... . , .. . , ... , .. , . " . 
The Lantem 
t Bush speaks about volunteerism 
at Ohio State U. commencement 
Members of the Secret Service 
packed Ohio Stadium as President 
Bush addressed the crowd of about 
5,000 graduates at spring commence-
ment. 
Bush kept his words "brief and for-
gotten" as he offered his congratula-
tions to the graduates, though urged 
them to continue their accomplish-
ments through service to their neigh-
bors, character and counlIy. 
"The achievements that last come 
from the justice, compassion and ser-
vice," he said 
Americans have responsibilities to 
be aware of the need for kindness, 
understanding and love for others, 
Bush said. 
"Each has a bond to every other 
American," he said. 
Volunteering must come from each 
citizen's desire, Bush said 
"No one can tell you how to live 
your life," he said. "Service in 
America is a matter of conscious." 
Bush asked the graduates to help 
improve society by using their leader-
ship skills and ambition to become 
m0fe proactive. 
"America needs full-time citizens," 
he said. 
In addition to giving the com-
mencement adchess, Bush received an 
honorary doctorate in public adminis-
tration. 
"I leave here a proud member of 
the class of 2002," he said. 
There were few disruptions during 
B1,lsh's speech despite effurts from 
pmte.<;te.rs who urged grndliates Mid 
guests to "turn your backs on BUsh." 
Three graduates and six audience 
members -- one draped in a 
Palestinian flag - actually did turn 
their backs but were hardly noticed by 
the crowd of about 60,000. 
In his last commencement speech 
as OSU president, William "Brit" 
Kirwan also expressed his close ties to 
the class of 2002. 
"When I came to this wondrous 
university in the summer of 1998. I 
did not realized that, like some of you, 
I was on 'the four-year plan'," he said. 
In his parting remarks, Kirwan 
called for graduates to reach their 
potential and make a difference in 
their families, communities and world. 
"A great education is truly valuable 
anI y when it is put to the use in the ser-
vice of humanity," he said. "It is your 
responsibility to use your fine educa-
tion to insure a high quality of life for 
all the generations that will come after 
you." 
Richard M. Hill, fanner professor 
and dean of the OSU College of 
Optometry, earned the Dis1inoouished 
Service Award. Since his retirement in 
1995, Hill has continued research at 
the university on new materials and 
care systems for contact lenses. 
Walter E. Massey, the president of 
Morehouse College in Atlanta, was 
awarded an honorary degree in sci-
ence. 
Three others joined Bush by being 
honored "'lith honorary degrees. 
George M. Steinbrenner ill wa<; 
presented with a degree in bu<;iness 
administration for his success as pri-
mary owner of the New York Yankees 
and partner of the New Jersey Nets 
and New Jersey Devils. 
Princeton University professor of 
sociology and public affairs, Marta 
TIenda, received the honorary doctor-
ate of social science. 
Walter E. Massey, the president of 
Morehouse College in Atlanta was 
awarded an honorary degree in sci-
ence. 
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Funds tight; stude spay 
BY STANFORD GRIFFITH 
........ · .. ·S~·i~; Edii~I :"'" ... ...... . 
As the state's fiscal year closes, so 
does that of UM-St. Louis. 
"The University of Missouri . 
system's share of that for the 
University and other 
University-related systems 
turned out to be about 
$41 million that was 
pulled from our bud-
get," Driemeier said. 
Decreased 
workforce 
How UM-St. Louis plans to recover 
from a $4.6 million loss in funds 
"At the end of the legislative ses-
sion, when the legislature decided 
not to use the rainy day fund, the 
governor was faced with the dilem-
ma of how to deal with $230 million 
of state revenue shortfalls," Don 
Driemeier, deputy to the chancellor, 
said. "[Governor Bob Holden] insti-
tuted the additional cut for all higher 
education." 
UM-St. Louis' 
share of this deficit is 
$4.6 million. 
S 1. 5 Million 
1, Education increase of 8.4 percent and $9 sur-
charge per credit hour for fall 2002 and winter 
2003 semesters. Expected to yield $2.1 million. 
"The shortfall for the state this 
year was being put dispropOltionate-
lyon higher education," Driemeier 
said. Higher education is 12 percent 
ofthe state's budget, but took 36 per-
cent of the shortfall. 
"The state budget is such that 
there are so many mandated expendi-
tures where the legislature and gov-
ernor have very few degrees of free-
dom," Driemeier explained. "So it's 
very tough to IIy to fmd the money 
for the shortfall when you don't have 
any room to maneuver. Higher edu-
cation would have preferred that the 
governor look at education lkillder-
garten through, and including, col-
lege] as one because [Holden] tried 
his best to shelter K-12 from any 
shortfall." 
Since the UM System is largely 
state funded, Missouri's budget 
affects the budget of the UM System. 
which then, in tum, affects the 
finances of UM-St. Louis. 
In an effort to 
make the state's 
accounts balance, it 
immediately withheld 
monies from the 
University that would 
have normally been part of 
the University's budget. The 
University lost 60 percent of its 
funding for May and June. That 
amount was 12 percent of the total 
state funding of the year with only 
six weeks left in this fiscal year. 
According to Driemeier, 
$278,000 was saved in June alone by 
cutting out trips and holding out on 
normal year-end expenditures, such 
as supplies. 
There are four methods the 
University is implementing to recov-
er from this $4.6 million loss of 
funding: 
The first of these ways is effecting 
additional fees on students. 
Educational fees will be increased by 
8.4 percent. In addition to that raise 
in tuition, a $9 surcharge per credit 
hour will be in effect for the fall 2002 
and winter 2003 semesters. 
t~he major 
impact is on 
students. " 
- Don Driemeier 
Deputy to the Chancellor 
These additional fees and increas-
es are expected to yield $2.1 million. 
A decrease in tlle workforce will 
generate. an expected $ 1.5 million. 
This decrea<;e will be two fold: 
First, an early retirement plan has 
2. Decrease workforce with early retirement plan 
and layoffs. Expected to yieLd $1.5 million. 
3. Borrowing monies from two university funds. 
$737,000 fund balance reduction and $263,000 
borrowed from reserve funds. 
been approved. To be eligible for 
early retirement without penalty, fac-
ulty, staff and administration must 
meet one the following requirements: 
age 55 with 10 years of service, age 
60 with five years of service, or a 
sum of age and years of service. total-
ing 85 or more. 
"We would hope to have enough 
people to retire that would not be 
replaced or would be replaced with 
less expensive people, that we would 
be saving about $1.5 million per 
year," Driemeier said. 
Although the plan has been offi-
cially approved and finalized, it has 
not been offered to those who qualify 
for the early retirement. 
The second part of the workforce 
reduction is layoffs. Driemeier said 
that he hoped it would not come to 
that. 
The third and fourth parts of solv-
ing the budget crunch are borrowing 
monies from two University funds 
that are covered over from year to 
year. Typically, these funds are 
designed to allow the University to 
save for major purchases. Over time, 
these reserves are to be built back up. 
The administration at UM-St. 
Louis is not expecting this to drasti-
cally change the way the University 
runs now. 
see FUNDS, page 8 
Planned budget is exp to carry 
UM through upcoming school year 
BY A NNE BAUER 
S~nior Editor 
On Thursday. June 6, college 
presidents and chancellors from 
around Missouri met to di scuss 
state-wide budget cuts for higher 
education and the possible long-
term effects these cuts could 
have on Missouri schools. 
At the meeting, held in Union, 
Mo. at East Central College. the 
Missouri Coordinating Board for 
Higher Education raised con-
cerns for many UM-St. Louis stu-
dents and staff. 
"Closing one of the campuses 
did not corne up in the meeting. 
President Pacheco discussed that 
issue with a reporter. but it was 
not brought up in the meeting," 
UM Spokesperson Joe Moore 
said. 
Which UM campus is most 
"Closing 
one of the 
campuses 
did not 
come up 
in the 
meeting. " 
·Joe Moore 
UM-St. Louis Spokesperson 
vulnerable due to the budget cuts 
has not been specifie d. 
According to Moore. bec ause 
the UM system will be taking a 
10 percent cut in state funding 
this coming sch ool ye ar. ways to 
make up for the loss of funding 
was discussed at the meeting . 
These included not giving raise 
to any employees and a cut in 
maintenance and repairs to the 
campuse 
As of now, M oore says a bud-
get has been balanced fo r the 
upcoming school year w ith th e 
help of new student fe es eq ualing 
$9 per credit hour for fa ll and 
winter 2002-2003 semeste rs and 
an 8.4 percent tuit ion inc re ase . 
The I arge amount o f sta te 
withholdings this year caused th e 
UM system to absorb their mi s-
sion enhancement m oney in to 
their general operating fund to 
Pacheco announces VP for 
Finance and Administration 
University of Missouri System 
President Manuel T. Pacheco has 
appointed Natalie "Nikki" Krawitz as 
vice president for finance and admin-
istration, effectivc retroactively to 
June 1. Krawitz previously serveD as 
controller for the UM System. 
Krawitz succeeds James Cofer, 
who assumed the presidency of the 
University of Louisiana-Monroe on 
April 1. Krav.itz has served as inter-
im vice president since Cofer's depar-
ture. She will be paid $IYO,OOO per 
year. 
''Nikki has done a flIst rate job 
since taking over the position in 
January," President Pacheco said. "I 
am happy to say that UM System fis-
cal affairs are in excellent hands," 
Krawitz is a certified public 
accountant with over 17 years experi-
ence in higher education in both the 
private and public sectors a~ a tenured 
faculty member, academic adminis-
Natalie "Nikki" Krawitz 
trator, vice president for finance and 
administration and internal consultant. 
"I couldn't be more delighted to 
have been chosen for this position," 
Krav..itz said. "I have excellent staff, 
and I look forward to working with 
them as we meet the financial chal-
lenges facing the University in the 
coming months." 
Krawitz holds a bachelor's degree 
in elementary education from 
Washington University in St. Louis, a 
ma'iter's degree in special education 
from Columbia University in New 
York, and a ma~ter's degree 1Il 
accounting from the University of 
Missouri - Columbia 
Krawitz worked as an educational 
therapist and special education 
teacher for ten years before becoming 
a tenured faculty member of the busi-
ness, mathematics and computer sci-
ence department at Stephens College 
in Columbia, 1vlissouri. She later 
worked as associate dean of faculty 
and director of enrollment manage-
ment for Stephens College and then a, 
vice president for finance and busi-
ness for Stephens College. Krawitz 
then became a consultant to the exec-
utive vice president of the University 
of Missouri System. She later worked 
a~ interim executive director of the 
UM administrative systems project 
and then as controller of the UM 
System. 
make up a portion of the loss. 
"Mi s ian enhanc ement money 
is spec ial money for special pro-
jec ts . We had to absorb that 
money into our general operating 
fund to mak e up with so me with-
holdings. " M oore s ai d. 
The additi onal $9 per credit 
hour student fees this coming 
school year were approved by the 
UM Board of Curators during a 
meeting held in Jefferson City on 
May 31. 
Every schoo l ye ar tuition is 
raised approximately 3.2 percent, 
though tbis year, due to state 
budget cuts, an 8.4 percent 
increase was approved by the 
board. 
M oore says that the 3.2 per-
cent increase in tuition yearly is 
done in order to keep up with the 
rate of inflation. An even higher 
increase than 8.4 percent in 
tllltlOn before the beginning of 
the fall 2002 semester is not 
expected at this time. 
"There is no plan for a further 
increase based on our current 
budget, but that's not to say that 
it couldn't happen," Moore said. 
The planned budget is expect-
ed to carry the UM system as 
long as there are no additional 
withholdings that come up 
throughout the year. 
"We are very weary of addi-
tional withholdings for next 
year," Moore said. Moor also 
says additional withholdings 
would force UM to take more 
drastic measures to cut costs, but 
there are currently no plans to 
take any additional cost cutting 
measures. 
UM President Manuel T. 
Pacheco was not available for 
comment at press time. 
William L. Clay Sr. 
Receives Honorary 
Degree from UMSL 
Former Congressman William L. 
Clay Sr. will receive the honorary 
Doctor of Laws degree from the 
University of Missouri - St. Louis at 
commencement ceremonies at 7 p.m. 
on Satmday, May 18 at the Savvis 
Center in downtown St. Louis. 
Clay also will deliver the com-
mencement address to nearly 1,200 
Ul\.1- S1. Louis graduates, their fami-
lies and friends. 
Clay is being honored for his 
extraordinary commitment to educa-
tion in his 32-year career in 
Congress: He spon.~ored or co-spon-
sored nearly 300 bills that were 
signed into law, many of them deal-
ing with eDucation from kindergarten 
through graduate school. As a senior 
member of the House Committee on 
Education and the Workforce for 
nearly three decades, he played a 
leading role in numerous pieces of 
legislation including reauthorization 
of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act, increases in Pell 
Grant funding and reduction of stu-
dent loan interest rates. 
For updated news during the summer check out web-
site at l'v·j.vw.thecurrentonline.com. The next issue of 
The Current 11iil/ be published July 15. 
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Thru June 30 
Gallery Visio 
Gallery Visio is cWTently showing 
"Art on Call: Ten Perspectives" the 
entire month of June. The show will 
be curated by Jackie Lewis-Hanis. 
Gallery hours are Tuesday, Thursday 
and Saturday from I - 5 p.m. and 
Wednesday I - 7 p.m. Gallery Visio 
is located on the fIrst floor of the 
Millenium Srudent center. 
Thru June 21 
Book store 
The University Bookstore will hold 
its annual pre-inventory sidewalk 
book sale until June 21 near the book-
store in the Millenium Student 
Center UMSL merchandise will be 
priced at 50 percent off and more. 
Call Stephanie Eaton al 516-5765 for 
more information. 
Mon 17 
Kids n' Computers 
Kids n' Compurers classes will be 
offered June 17 - 21 and July 22 - 26 
at the West County Computer Center 
Children pre-kindergarten to eighth 
grade are welcome. For information 
visit http://W\V\v.micros.lUTlSl.edll or 
contact Continuing Education at 516-
5957. 
TLies 18 
Job Search Workshop 
A Job Search Strategies Workshop 
will be held today from 2 - 3p.m. in 
327 of the Millenillm Student 
Center. TIle worbhop is free and 
open to the public. The workshop is 
sponsored by Career Services. For 
more information contact Car'eer 
Services al 516-51 j 1. 
Thur 20 
Career Services 
A How to Utilize Career Services 
\Vorkshop will be held from 2 - 3 
p .m. in 327 of the MSC. The work-
shop is free and bpen to the public. 
For more information contact Career 
Services at 516-5111. 
Mon 24 
An Interviewing Techniques 
Workshop will be held from 1:30 -
2:30 p.m. in room 327 of the MSC. 
The workshop is free and open to the 
public. For more infOITIlation con-
lact Career Services ar 516-5111. 
Thur 27 
A Resume Writing Skills Strategies 
Workshop will be held from 2:30 -
3:30 p.m in room 327 of the MSC. 
The workshop is free and open to 
the public. For more information 
contact Career Services at 516-
Slll. 
July 
Thur 4 
Patriotic Brass 
A 4th of July Concert by thc Award-
\VUUling Saint Louis Brass Band 
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at Lions 
Park III Eureka. Take 1-44 to 
Highway 109 (south), right on 
Central to Lions Park. The concert is 
sponsored by the Saint Louis Brass 
Band and is free and open to the 
pUblic. 
Fri 12 
Summer session 3 closes 
end of day 
Tues 15 
Summer session 4 
begins 8 a.m. 
August 
Thur 8 
Tea c heil' Job Fair 
The UM-St. Louis August 
Teacher lob Fair will be held 
from 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. in the Mark 
Twain Building. For more infor-
mation call Career Services at 
516-5111. 
Fr i 9 
Summer session 4 
clos es (4 weeks) 
Summer session 2 
closes (8 weeks) 
Silln 11 
Summer 
Co.mmencement 
Wed 21 
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Put it on the Board ! Place your event on the board in our orientation issue this July. Call 516-5174 for more info . 
First day of classes for 
fall semester 
T he Current is published weekly on Mondays. Advertising rates available 
upon request. Te<ms, conditions and 
restrictions apply. The Current. financed in 
part by student activities fees, is not an offi--
cial publication of UM--st. Louis. The 
Univernty is not respoosibie for the content 
of The Curre-nt '" its policies. Commentafy 
and columns ref1Ect the opinioo of the indi-
vidual author. u~ editorials reflect the 
opinion of the majority of the editorial board. 
Ali material conboined in each issue is proper. 
ty of The Current and may not be reprinted, 
reused ex- reproduced without the expre«.ed, 
written consent of The Current. Fir>!: copy 
free; all SIilsequent copies, 25 cents, avail--
able at the offices of The Current. 
Traffic Tickets? 
DUI? DWI? WARRANTS? 
Suspended or Revoked? 
Fees as low as 
David M. Diamond • Attorney At Law • (314) 781-1078 
Traffic Law· Personal Injury • Criminal Law· General Practice 
CHARTWELLS 
-DINING SERVICES -
Su mmer Hours 
Nosh 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
(-Store 11 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
U-Mart 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
--- -----------------------~--------, 
BUY ONE hamburger ' 
and fry, & get a second 
hamburger and fry 
FREE with this coupon. 
No subslitutions. Limit one co,!pon per customer. EXpires 713102. 
wn_~~;o," ... .._'...:;·c_-...,,;.;;;.,~,....;;~_·· __ ....... ____ ""lIioi. ____ ...... _____________ ... __ .... 
Stop Renting ... 
Get your name 
in this box. 
AppZrfor a job at The Current. 
Call 516-5714 for more ill./anlla-
lioll. Or subm it .1'our cover leller 
(w d reslime to 388 MSC. 
Start Enjoying 
Every month you send another check for hundreds or 
even thousands of dollars to your landlord. 
When you buy a home, you are inve_sting in your future. 
Move in for as little as 3 % down 
and only $870 a month! 
Among the many amenities for you to 
enjoy at Turnberry Gardens are: 
• Maintenance~ Free Lifestyle 
• Private Pool 
• All Kitchen Appliances Included 
• Reserved, Covered Parking Available 
F or more information, please contact call or visit 
Susie Merten 
636-441-8787 
www.taylormorelyhomes.com 
I.., 
• 
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BY STANFORD GRIFFITH 
Senior Editor 
When the weather gets hot , 
nearly everyone's mouth longs for 
the sweet, creamy taste of ice 
cream. It's one of those tastes of 
summer that brings back many 
memories-chasing the ice cream 
truck. licking the beaters after 
making home-made ice cream, 
bu. 'ing a scoop of the melting 
treat from a treeL vender. 
Although many companies sell 
excellent ice cream. nothing can 
beat the smooth goodness of 
homemade ice cream. The best 
store-bought ice cream is made 
with the same simple ingredients 
as homemade: eggs , cream, sugar 
and real flavorings . Even so, there 
is nothing like the firs t lick of ice 
cream you made. 
The components in ice cream 
each playa critical role in its for-
mation. 
Fat from the cream gives rich-
ness, smoothness and flavor. An 
excess of fat will cause the lumpi-
ness and curdling. 
Sugar sweetens . It must be 
m~asUl:.ed aeCl rately as too mu h 
wi1I hinder freeLing and t 1ittle 
w illle.ave the i e cream gra iny. 
Eggs add density and help 
emulsi fy the watcr and fat. 
The flahlrings-fruit purees, 
nuts, liqueurs, extracts. etc .-give 
the ice cream it' s distinctive taste . 
Last, air is a surprisingly 
important ingredient. Without air 
the mixture would freeze illto a 
solid chunk of cream, eggs and 
sugar. 
Ice cream has a long history 
with grand beingings. 
Ancient Romans transported 
ice and snow from the Alps to 
freeze some of the earliest forms 
of ice cream. 
By 1100 B .C ., the Chinese 
were reported to have been mak-
ing flavored ice '. 
Those in Turkey were enjoyino 
frozen fruit ices and drinks. prob-
ably ancestors of today 's sherbets 
and sorbets. 
The Italians invented the first 
machines to freeze ices and per-
fected commercial freezing 
processes. 
Ice cream moved from being a 
wealthy man's pleasure to COIll-
mon treat for all. 
Beyond ice cream ... 
k & ivf.i[J{; 
~h&fhet 
Typically lower in fat and calories than ice cream, frozen yogurt is usually made with 
low-fat or nonfat yogurt and skim milk. 
Made with less air and creanl, but more eggs, gelato is a denser, creamier cousin of 
ice cream. It is actually lower in fact as well. 
Frozen in a tray and then continually scmped aIld refrozen, granita has a grainy 
texture. 
Sinlllar to a sorbet, ices tend to be fl avored with fruit juice, coffee, liqueur, wine or 
herbal infusions. 
With less fat than icc cream. ice milk tends to less dense and rich. 
Made with cream, fresh fruit, sugar, water and lemon juice, sherbet has a consistence 
between ice crerun al.ld sorbet. 
A simple, but elegant, treat made like a sherbet except without cream. They can also 
be made with coffee, liqueur, wine or herbal infusions. 
- --_._---
OW-FASHIONED PEACH ICE CREAM 
This recipe from the Biltmore Estate combines nol only homemade ice cream 
but also part of the bounty of fresh peaches our Midwe. t SUlllillers yield . 
5 large eggs 
1 1/2 cups sugar, divided into 1 cup and 112 cup 
1 (14-0unce) can sweetened conden~cd milk 
1 02-ounce) can "yapomted milk 
1 table-spoon pure vanilla exl.;:"c:t 
2 cups mashed frt',hly ripened peachfs 
5 cups milk 
Fresh peach slice, for garnish 
Beat eggs at medimn speed with an electric mixer until frothy; add 1 cup 
sugar and beat well. Add condensed milk. evaporated milk and val.lilla. mixing 
well. Pour mixture into a large heavy saucepan. ook over medium heat just 
until mixture comel to a boil, tirring constHlllly. Boil 1 minute. Let mixture cool. 
Comb inc mashed peach" and l-emainiug If.:! 'up 'ugar. Add peach mixJ.w-e 
to milk mixmre. 
'--Pom mixture into frecLcr container uf a 5-quan icc cream fret:zcr. Add J nilk. 
Freeze according to manufacmrc(" direclions. 
Pack freezer with additional ice and rock salt: let !>twld I hour bclon: ~L'n ing. 
Garnish with fresh peach slices. 
Yield: I gallon. 
C?i~r~to is an ltaliml ice cream. In G:nnany. many ic eafes serve 20 or 
more flavor, of gelati as part of grand presentations of sw t , nacks. Sitting out-
side and enjoying the creamy taste of a freshly-made gelal.O is something nut to 
be missed. 
G ELATO BASE 
1 1/4 cups superfine sugar 
1 cup whole milk 
4 cgg yolks 
1 Clip mascarpone or othcr cream chees!: 
To foml the gelato base, bring the milk to a boil ill a heavy aucepan. 
Meanwhile, beat the egg yolks and Sligar wi th a wire-wh isk in a non-metal. 
heat-safe bowl until they are a pale froth. Beat in the hOI milk by slowly 
adding about 2 tablespoons of the boiling milk inlL! the egg mixture. mixing 
well, and then adding the rest and gently beati ng . Place thl' bowl over a 
saucepan of simmering water and slowly sti r unt il the gg mixtu re is creamy 
and thick enough to coat the back of a poon. 
Fold in the mascarpone slowly (approximately I tablespoon at a 
time) with a mbbcr spatula. Gentl y fold until di.·solvcd . Plae!: the bowl in 
ice water to cool, stirring occasiollally. Whcn w0led. fold ill either the 
limone flavoring or the fragole fl a\ uri ng. 
Pour into an ice. creanl machi ne and freeze. The al ternative to all icc 
creanl freezer is pouring the mixtu re in lO a m tal bowl. covering with plas-
tic wrap and freezing for 4 to 6 hl) [s. srirring about once every hour. 
Gelati can be layered between clJokie_. sc'oopcd intu cones or pilled in to 
glasses. 
GELATO DI LlMO E I I [{US GELATO) 
1 cup orange juice (about -l orang.;'!» 
1 cup lemon juic . (about - lemons) 
1 Clip clementine (mandarin) juice (about 5 ciemenlines) 
1 tablespoon citrus liqueur lIimOllcello or Cointreau) (.:an be 
substituted with 1 tablespoon w<lte r) 
112 teaspoon orange flower water (or lI-l tea 'poon pure vanilla 
extract plus 114 teaspoon water) 
To make this citrus fla voring for rIle gela to di li mone. 'imp ly mix the 
ingredients and strain them. The straining c:all be sl-..ippt' d. bUl the finished 
gelato will be less sm oth. 
GEUo.TO Dr FRAGILE (STRAWBERRY G ELX[O) 
3 cups ripe fresh strawberrie . 
1 tablespoon fruit liqueur or dark rum\ uptional ) (can be 
substituted with 1 tablespoon water) 
112 teaspoon orange flower water LlI 1/-ltea. poon pure van illa 
extract plus 114 teaspoon water) 
To make this strawberry fla oring for the gelato el i fragile, puree the 
strawberries in a blender, train [hr ugh a ID!: tal ~it: \'I.: and dis 'aTd the seeds. 
If the straining is skipped. tbe finished gelato will be full of 'mall seeds. Stir 
in the liqueur and orange ~·ater. 
Yeild: 4 cups. 
.!.l!.~ ... '!!.l?t~ ... !.~.~ ... ~.~~q!!! ... T~~!.Pl!.~ 
see RECIPES page 9 
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The 
cone or 
the con? 
A bitter taste in 
ice cream 's past 
BY STANFORD GRIFFITH 
_)'Ililiur f~'dil()r 
St. Louis hosted the first ice 
cream cone when it was 
invented by Syrian immigrant 
pastry maker Er'nest A, Hamwi 
at the World's Fair in 1904. 
After a neighborlng ice cream 
vender ran out of bowls, 
Hamwi rolled his thin, sugary 
waffles into cones, let them 
cool, and sold them to the con-
cessionaire. 
Hamwi's claim as the first 
ice cream cone maker, howev· 
er, is not uncontested. Italian 
immigrant Italo Marchiony had 
patented an ice cream cone 
mold earlier that year. 
Marchiony claimed to have 
been making cones since 1896. 
No matter who fashioned 
the first confectionary treat 
that is almost as important as 
the ice cream itself, Hamwi is 
typically given credit for the 
cornucopia· shaped server for 
ice cream. And St. Louis is 
always considered the birth· 
place of one of history's sweet· 
est inventions. 
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"Our Opinion" reflects the 
majority opinion of the 
editorial board 
LE 
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The Current 
s 
388 i\1illennium Student Center 
8001 Natural Bridge Road 
St. Louis, MO 63121 
FAX 
(314) 516-6811 
E-MAIL 
info@thecUiTentonline.com 
Letters to the editor should be 
brief and those not exceeding 
200 words will be given prefer-
ence. We edit letters for clarity, 
length and grammar. All letters 
must be signed and include a 
daytime phone number. 
Students should also include 
their student ID number. 
SherWin 
bY tJIik.aepbv Director 
photogr -
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Ulti; tt ,s plans are Change for a reason 
t f f Nearly everyone asks me about and "helpful" visitors to greet. O U 0 0 C U S my vision for The Current. Funny While I hope to have very few rnis-that no one has ever asked if I had takes, I realize that some will slip 
Aftcr reading about the budget Experienced faculty, both expeli-
crunch of the University on pages I enced in teaching and in their field 
and 9 and on the website. readers of study. are essential to the process 
might wonder exactly why "the of learning. The infonnation such 
major impact is on students." While 
the budget problems are not the fault 
of the University. the choice of how 
to handle the lo's of funds is at thc 
discretion of the University admin-
istration. 
The Uni versity exists because of 
the ,students. However, the students 
are forced to cany the largest weight 
of the budget crunch. 
First, the students are being 
forced to pay higher tuition and 
even a $9 stipend due to the short-
falL While UM-SL Louis is still a 
bargain after the e increases, it is the 
students who are solely paying. 
Faculty. staff and administration are 
not sharing the burden. We. as stu-
dents. often hear about the "UMSL 
Community." Doesn't even the most 
simplistic of communities share bur-
dens') If a true "UMSL Community" 
is to be created, such divisions can-
not exist. 
Second, although administration 
has promised not to lower the quali-
fications of the faculty. that is the 
teaching pooL they are willing to 
loss faculty members \vitb years of 
experience on this campus and 
replace them with less experienced 
faculty or not replace them at alL 
faculty members can share with stu-
dents is vital to success both in and 
out of the classroom. 
Third. UM-St. Louis' on-campus 
funding is mostly paid for by out-
side sources, so the University has 
little control over those monies. 
However, the University also funds 
many off-campus research projects. 
While there is no official word 
about those projects, Chancellor 
Blanche M. Touhill's State of 
University address in May dealt 
only with spending money. not sav-
ing money. If the University must 
save money, why is it willing to 
spend so much to have its name on a 
plaque? Community service and 
investment is important, but is it 
more important than the finances of 
those who should be closest to the 
University'S heart-the students? 
We are not suggesting that stu-
dents should not help the University 
recover from its state-enforced loss 
of capitaL However. with the cunent 
programs, the student body's share 
is far greater than that of any other 
group·s. Is there a reason the admin-
istration who makes the decisions is 
not being directly affected? We, the 
students, would like to know. 
ir.O . THE EDITOR 
In respon:'>c to the Rccent letter by 
Chris Brovm, President ('Y the College 
Republicans. I mu t first point out that 
his accusation of a decidedly "liberal" 
bias o.t lJM Sl. Loui failed to hold 
much walr~ lifter his letter was pub-
lished in the same issue of ' 'The 
Cunent" as a rambling, eight-page. 
anti-choice advertisement. Every 
spring, 'The Current," as an objective 
news source , has accepted similar 
advertisements from "right to life" 
advocates. Also, during each spring, if 
not more often, anti-choice advocates 
stage rallies on the campus, waving 
banners and billboards like lunatics, 
while bewildered student~ scurry by 
them in search of safety. While I con-
cede that celtain artistic, social, and lit-
erary events at this University may not 
appeal to the prurient views of some 
conservatives, many of us with more 
liberal inclinations are hardly pressed 
to fmd offensive material on this cam-
pus. 
The aforementioned advertisement 
by the Human Life Alliance, a rather 
clever piece of propaganda which 
skillfully employed the medicalization 
of morality, but which disintegrated 
rapidly under any sort of rigorous sci-
entific inquiry, was offensive to me a<; 
a therapist, a~ an ally of the women's 
rights mo ement and as a human 
being. Yet when such opinions are 
expressed through the proper channel, 
they become a part of the diverse cul-
tural milieu which defInes a University 
campus. Wben proper channels are 
not followed, as was the case with the 
anti-choice protest event, the advertis-
ing or event must be removed, regard-
less of its partisan affiliation, or whom 
it may offend. 
In his letter, Chris Brown stated 
that the anti -choice rally exposed abor-
tion as murder. He then stated that ads 
in the Current promoting the "morning 
after pill," RU-4S6, promote murder. 
First, more than one drug is colloquial-
ly refened to as the "morning after 
pill." Most must be taken within 72 
hours, and work only by preventing, 
rather than by tenrrinating, pregnancy. 
Only Mifeprex, or RU-486, can be 
administered more than a few days fol-
lowing unprotected intercourse. Thus, 
it is the controversial drug often 
refened to as the "abortion pill." 
However, it is also referred to as a 
The issue 
UM-St. Louis should be 
centered more on stu-
dents than research, 
public relations and fac-
ulty. The University was 
founded as a teaching 
intuition. The way the 
shortfall in the budget 
is being handled, 
demonstrates this shift 
in a focal point. 
We suggest 
The administration 
should re-evaluate its 
focus. Yes, the short-
falls must be accounted 
for, but at the expense 
of just the students or 
should all share the 
budget crunch more 
equally? 
So what do you think? 
Tell us what you think! Drop 
us a line at the office, 388 
MSC, or online at 
thecurrenton line.com 
"morning after pilL" and initial,studies 
are suggesting that most women who 
utilize Mifiprcx do so for its effects as 
5lIl em.erg~ncy contracep!jve . The 
l?/feru r01: Mifeprex are . difficult to 
define as "abortioo" in any case, since 
the drug works mainly by thickening 
the uterine lining to prevent establish-
ment of the fertilized egg (St. 
Anthony's Medical Center, 2002). 
Certainly, it is incorrect to refer to this 
cla<;s of drugs collectively, or to refer 
to the me of drugs which prevent con-
ception as murder. What is next? 
Referring to birth control pills as mur-
der? Referring to oral sex and mastur-
bation as murder? Referring to noc-
turnal emission as involuntary 
manslaughter? 
Mr. Brown further Cliticized ban-
ners for "Big Man on Campus" which 
lTeatively promoted the use of con-
doms. Thus, the leader of the College 
Republicans first criticized physical 
tenrrination of pregnancy, and then 
chemical prevention of pregnancy, and 
finally prevention of pregnancy by 
means of a latex barrier. Please don't 
see LETTER, page 8 
How do you feel about the : Budget cuts 
topics we've written about? • 
You can make your voice 
heard in a variety of ways! 
Pasha Zalutski 
Junior / Film making 
• Submit a Letter to the Editor 
• Write a Guest Commentary 
• Visit the Online Forums 
at TheCurrentOnline.com 
Prof. Paul Andrew Roth 
Professor of Philosophy 
one at all, but instead just assumed 
that I had a shinny new vision to 
share with all the world. 
in from time to time. That's just a 
fact of life. The Current just hap-
pens to be more visible than per-
So after considerable thought, sonal emails, reports, papers, let-
my vision for this publication ters, etc. While constructive criti-
might seem sim- cism can be of 
ple, but since an 
unbiased newspa-
per should not hold 
lofty ambitions to 
change the world. I 
think my vision is 
well constructed: 
The Current 
should be a disin-
terested, but never 
uninterested, hon-
est and accurate 
account of the 
STANFORD GRIFFITH 
Editor-in-Cbief 
assistance, The 
Current is always 
hiring. If you feel 
compelled to cri-
tique the paper after 
it comes out. maybe 
you would be will-
ing to critique prior 
to its printing. If we 
are not coveri ng a 
particular section of 
the University, we 
have reporter and 
photographer posi-past, present and 
future happenings 
Louis. 
at UM-SI. 
Obviously, I would like to see 
the paper grow in coverage, 
length, quality, revenue and read-
ership. These changes take time 
and great effort, but I think they 
are important areas of improve-
ment. 
Increasing coverage of the cam-
pus and UM-St. Louis community 
is important. However, covering 
events in St. Louis are also impor-
tant as much of our readership is 
tied to the city as much if not more 
than to the campus. That's not so 
much apathy or lack of interest, 
but just the nature of a commuter 
university. 
r m sure that I will soon learn 
the meaning of "glass houses." 
There will be complaining calls to 
field, critical emails to respond to 
tions open. 
As the Missouri College Media 
Association awards proved, The 
Current bas strong past and pre-
sent commitment to being a strong 
publication that also can used as a 
teaching tool for its staff. 
College newspapers are a great 
place to have some fun, earn a lit-
tle money, make new friends, build 
a strong resume and gain experi-
ence in the fields of journalism, 
public relationships, business and 
advertising. The Current is certain-
ly no exception to this. 
While I have learned much, I 
still have far to go. I look fOf\vard 
to gaining this new knowledge and 
experience in my chosen field of 
journalism. 
I hope that this year continues 
to build on the upward progression 
of The Current's strong heritage. 
Lo~s of ~ UM ca~pus, co~.~ 
be detrimental to degrees 
Budget cuts for the upcoming 
year have possibly threatened the 
existence of one of the four UM 
campuses. UM President Manuel 
Pacheco has so far not commented 
on which campus is most vulnera-
ble, but UM officials have admit-
ted that if additional withholdings 
are taken from the planned budget 
for this upcoming school year 
drastic measures may have to be 
taken . 
These drastic measures they are 
refening to, one may assume, are 
either capping enrollment or clos-
ing a campus. A loss of a UM cam-
pus could be detrimental to many 
students' degrees, not to mention 
their pocketbooks. For those stu-
dents who want to 
attend school in S t. 
Louis and wish to 
receive a good, 
affordable educa-
tion, UM-St. Louis 
is one of the best 
choices around. If 
UM-St. Louis were 
to close because of a 
lack of state fund-
ing, students may 
have trouble decid-
Even Fontbonne University and 
Missouri Baptist ' s undergraduate 
tuition is over $350 per credit hour. 
If a UM campus would close, all 
of those students would be bur-
dened with having to finish their 
degrees at different institutions, 
would probably have to spend 
more on tuition, and would more 
than likely find it necessary to re-
. take some courses to meet specific 
requirements of another university. 
I believe the closing of one of 
the UM campuses is highly unlike-
ly. But unfortunately, some UM 
students may not even be able to 
afford even the increase in tuition 
this school year. The 8.4 percent 
. increase in tuition and the addi-
tional $9 in. student 
fees that have been 
added this year will 
raise tUltlOU to 
$199.22 per credit 
hour this year, 
which includes all 
the students' fees 
excluding parking. 
This past school 
year's tuition was 
$175.58 per credit 
hour. 
Though this ing where else to 
continue their edu-
cation. 
ANNE BAUER increase may not 
appear that great, to 
some students it Other major uni-
versities in the area 
Managing Editor 
are far too expensive for me. For 
instance, Webster University this 
corning school year will cost $410 
per credit hour and that is cheap 
compared to SLU or Wash U. 
Sunny Fang 
Sophomore / Computer 
Science 
could make the dif-
ference between attending school 
in the fall or not. 
Thankfully, I can afford this 
increase, but what about those who 
can't? 
Doree Moresele 
Senior / Psychology 
What lS the mean,ng 
of life e " " " " The meaning of life is in appreci- Well I am 53; and if you find I'm going to a wedding in We all have our own perspec-
ation of all the good going on out, let me know. India and then taking classes tlve. The meaning of life is 
and all the bad that has ended. here. different for everyone. 
" " " " 
, ~ 
r~ 
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• entucQ beats UMSL 
R-men are handed a season-ending 6-2 loss by Northern Kentucky following a 10-7 loss to SlUE 
UM-SI. Louts 
Rivermen 
Baseball 
BY HANK BURNS 
Staff £dl10;' 
In would eventually be the la, game 
of the season for UM-St. Lopis on 
Friday, May lO, UM-St. Louis center-
fielder Brody Jackson was nearly 
untouchable. However, so was 
Northern Kentucky catcher Jason 
Martin. Each player had three 'ts in 
four at-bats in the game as N 
Kentucky defeated UM-St. Lou' 10-7, 
eliminating the Rivennen frolll the 
playoffs. With the loss, the Rivennen 
ended the season at 30-21 ole!1lll and 
18-11 in the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference. 
According to Rivennen Head 
Coach Jim Brady, things ~ta~ to 
break down for the Rivermen late in the 
game.. In the fifth inning. Nfu.thern 
Kentucky scored five runs on five bits 
and did not leave a man on base" 
Northern Kentucky first baseman Steve 
Walton did the most damage in that 
inning, hitting a two-run double 
'The way we jumped on top of 
them and the way things v. ere going. it 
looked like we were just going [0 mow 
right through them in that p 'cular 
game," Brady said. "We just, for some 
reason, hit a wall and allowed them to 
get back in the game and they took 
advantage of it. The momentum went 
and S\vung to their side and we couldn' t 
stop it. And, as a result, we went down 
swinging." 
Brady, in reflecting on the fmal two 
weeb of the season in which the tearn 
won nine straight games, felt that the 
tables were tumed for his team dwing 
the final weekend. 
'That's what we had been doine- to 
teams for two weeks," Brady S~d. 
"Taking advantage of whatever blunder 
they might do, we did. Against 
NOlthem Kentucky, we basically ran 
ourselves into the lead, because we 
were so aggressive on the bases. We 
had a couple of double steals and Jay 
Barrett put down a perfect suicide 
squeeze. 
"We Were really in a great position 
and then when the momentum swung 
the other way, we weren't able to stop 
the momentum. The thing is, we knew 
going in that we were basically one 
game shy of going to the regional tour-
nament. With Indy having lost two 
straight games, we knew all we had to 
do was beat Northern Kentucky and we 
were going to probably get in the tour-
nament and we didn't do it." 
SIU-Edwardsville defeated the 
Rivelmen 6-2 earlier on May 10. SIDE 
scored four fWlS in the first two innings 
'02 HOF lass inducted; 
Eight ho. ored this year 
BY H 'A NK BURNS 
Sta/fF.dit()/' 
1-51.. L ouie" 
Smdent Center was home 101 e :!OO::! 
l JM-St. Low. Spons HJll o' Fame 
Inducti n C eremony (In S~l day. 
June 15. 1- t. Loui" alun . Jim 
Goes ling and Marty HcnJi il were 
among r.ho ' t' on hand t(lT thL' ceremo-
ny, .lin" is CIlITCDlly E\ utive 
\ nee-President f -SO J,.;.TRS 1 in 
SI. Louis and Hendin i5 'ice-
Presid.nt of Community RcL! "Ollsof 
the St. Louis _ardinaL . 
The 197~ L 1-51. L(lUi' B 
learn wa.;- also on hand r,'r ih occa-
. ion . Th leam c.:kh~ll the 
anniversary of 1he sca:,UIl in which 
they were r:lI1ked fOllrth the 
nation. 
For the ceremon\,. ca.:h i1 
W~ pre;;emed by a ~~l:'(ln 'll"h 
a :onrribution to their c'iHCCf " 
in\'oIYt:'d in r.hei r per~l) il:ll 
Amon" the 'I~ht indll':le ' ';. ,1 \ 
not able 1 1 :In'end. Fornlc r J 
trati\'t' ,L~, i!;wnt Barbara Schl' 
scr\'~d L _ 1-SL Louis from 
1 q 1 unti l her d arh Ul Dc 
200 I. \\'as rr~sl'med by Judy 
Her hu~band :lc pled {h", 11 
bt'half of his larc \I ·ife. 
Bdl)\\' arC' ~ome wmmenL 
f",\\ indi\'iduals \\' ho all t:n 
w re honored at Ille _00_ 
LllUis ~ Hall o f Fame In 
.::rcrnon\·, 
Martv H~ndin, Cards V.P., 
R'~d ~nd Gold Club Chair 
"Having been involved in the 
proce s of establishing tlle Hall of 
Fame with the Red and Gold 
Committee and certainly being 
in '01 ved last ear and this year is 
very exciting:' Hendin said . "A lot 
of these folks are my friends and I've 
known them for many years , as Rita 
said. It is terri fic to not only to see 
everybody, I was very p ,rsonally 
thrilled that out of the ten folk who 
could ome fr m lru r year's clas . 
se en of them are here." 
Pat Dolan,Jtthletic Director: 
'T m ure some of the coaches 
that Vltl,re in the alldien and my elf. 
. ou think about the past traditions 
and how well MSL did, you feel a 
ense of urgency to want to maintain 
that and to make it better aud those 
m'e the fee lings y u want to ha e'-' 
Dolan said. "It's not ju t tins game 
and this year, bur we have a sen e of 
pride !:hat w have to fulfill and go 
for it and these people are just won-
dexful ." 
Rita Hoff-Scott, former Women's 
B-ball Head Coach 
"I enjoyed eYery minu te of it," 
Scot! said. "Everything was under 
the developmental time then. but I 
don t regret any of it. I wouldn' t go 
bll k or do anything different and I'm 
jUSl! glad I , as here at UMSL and 
met so many gr at people ." 
Greg Ready, 
Former Baseball Player 
''1 enjoyed it. I never had any 
more fun than whac I did putting my 
spikes on, playing ba_eball here and 
getting an educati n.· ' Ready said. 
Brady Ball: -Thinking inside the box 
UMSL's 2002 Rivermen pitching staff rose to the occasion, 
when quality pitching was sorely needed 
2002 UM-St. Louis Rjvermen Starting Rotation 
Left-bander Steve Hutson - 6-3 record, 3.16 earned lUQ average, 45 strikeouts, 
82 innings pitched 
RHP Greg Bierling - 4-4. 3.16 ERA. 44 SO, 11 games st3.Iied, 14 appearances 
RHP Joe Curtis - 3-2, 2.52 ERA, 59 SO, 10 GS, 14 appearances 
LHP Matt Kueny - 4-1,1.03 ERA, 20 SO,S GS. 7 appearances 
The Relief Corps T 
RHP Keilb Wallace - 6-5, 3.31 ERA,7 saves 
of play, while the Riverrnen scored 
runs in the second and third innings. 
'1t's just a shame because they real-
ly worked hard to put themselves in that 
position and we happened to have a day 
when we didn't do the little things that 
it takes to win post-season games," 
Brady said. '1t seemed like whenever 
we played auy games on a Friday this 
year, we never played very well. It was 
black Friday." 
Rivennen right-handed pitcher 
Keith Wallace aud outfielder Jim Reiter 
were named to the GLVC All-
Conference team. Wallace, who was 
nanled First Team, was also named 
First Team All-Region. Wallace started 
the season with a 1-5 record, but ended 
the season with a 6-5 record and a 3.31 
earned run average. 
"He hung in there and he overcame 
his disparity and he pitched velY, very 
well for us down the stretch," Brady 
said. "\Vhen we really needed him to 
CoACH'S CoRNER 
BY HANK BURNS 
Staff Editor 
With a 112-97 loss on Thursday, 
June 13 to the Brevard County Blue 
Ducks, the St. Louis SkyHawks sit in 
last place in the United States 
Basketball League's Midwest 
Division. The team, which has a record 
of 9-17 on the season, is currently 7.5 
ganlcs behind the first place Kansas 
Cagert. The 'Hawks are currently 0-4 
on the season when facing the Cagen. 
Newly-hired 'Hawks Head Coach 
Hoyd Irons, who serves as Head Coach 
at Vashon High School, does not seem 
• too 'I\'Orried about till team and tOO pos-
ibiliti of a lme-seastln comeback. 
Irons on the team's record 
"Well, I don 't look at our record, 
right now, as 9- I 6," Irons aid. before 
tile team',. 10 to Brevard County on 
Thmsday. "It's because, I'm new on 
board. Several of the playen> that I do 
have right now are virrually new, not 
only to the organization but tlley're. 
new to the league. So I would say that 
a fair <'lSSec<:sment of what we've done 
is, with the kids that I'm working ""'ith, 
would be 2-1 and no more than ~-2." 
Irons on the team's starting five 
"With thaL I think that we have 
madc some inroads in terms of bring-
ing some excitement back to the 
game:' Irons said. "We definitely 
upped the attendance a little bit. We're 
still not satisfied. We 're looking to real-
ly up that more and that's the credit for 
th . ..: kids no\\' trying to buy into my phi-
losophy." 
Irons on coaching pro ball com-
pared to high school ball 
"T would say it's different," Irons 
said. 'The coaching aspect of it is not 
as different. Some of the same expecta-
tions and some of the same problems 
you deal with at the high school level, 
you have on the professional level. 
Unfortunately, you can go in to assume 
that because they have the name tacked 
on them as professionals dlat they have 
mastered some of those skills. but it's 
not necessarily so." 
Irons on his time as Head Coach 
of the SkyHawks 
'To me this is a part-time job with 
Rivermel1 2002 season totals 
ERA 
W-L 
SO 
R-men Opponents 
3.23 5.23 
30-21 
262 
21-30 
269 
Innings 
Pitched 401.2 396 
step up, he did If you look at his track 
record over two years, he did a tremen-
dous job here and I'm really pleased 
that he came. I will miss him." 
Reiter, who was named to the 
Second Team of the GLVC All-
Conference team, hit .295 for the 
Rivermen and was second on the team 
in doubles with 13. 
"You take your cap off to him 
see KENTUCKY J page 9 
an experience that, if I intend to use this 
down the road, it would be very valu-
able to me, because l' ve had this oppor-
tuni!)I," Irons said. "But it's not some-
thing that I'm going to try to heavily 
pursue." 
Irons on his career at Vashon 
High 
"I have a very good job over at 
Vashon High School," Irons said. "I 
have a minimum of two years left, in 
temIS of, before I can start deciding on 
whether I want to retire." 
SkyHawk Rudy 
Williams takes 
a jump shot 
during t he 
'Hawks June 13 
match-up with 
the Brevard 
County Blue 
Ducks. The 
'Hawks lost the 
game 112-97 to 
the Blue Ducks, 
who are in first 
place in the 
USBl Eastern 
Division. 
;;: SkyHawks ~ 
.. Starters 
<II Justin Love ::T 
.. 
~ Albert Mouring 
~ Kenny Younger 
~ Gerald Jones 
:::" James Williams 
::; 
Johnnie Parker ~ 
Berns 's b·ball camp teaches the basics 
year, old fundanlcntaL' and more. 
UM-St. Louis men's basketball 
Head Coach Marl;: Bern '·n. who ran 
Ihe. camp, feels that the camp is bene-
ficial for both the younger players as 
well as the older players. 
They learn how important team-
\York is and as we ,vork on individual 
fi.llldaIllentals, throughout th'" rnoming 
and grow into th" afternoon," Bemsen 
s:aid. - Then we get into team games 
and therefore. you find out that indi-
';'dual fundam~ntals and skills. when 
th~y cohabitate with others, YOll get 
SiOme success in il team concept. 
"As we go through the week. we 
start in fundamentals and then later on 
we have a tournament. Teamwork and 
sharing and being a part of a team is 
imPOltant and we tty to take the indi-
vidual from not only their fundamen-
tals and their individual skills but also 
incorporate it into a team concept.·' 
The camp began at 8:30 each 
morning and ended at 4 p.m. when 
time was giving for canlpen> to use the 
swirmning pool. The campers were 
given breaks for lunch and rest during 
midday. 16 topics were taught during 
each of those five days, including 
Shooting, screening, moving without 
the ball, stretching and flexibility, tearn 
offense aud team defense. 
"It 's a fundamental camp and we 
teach fundamental.s," Bemsen said. 
'''There's a lot of station work and fun-
damental work, skill developmental 
work, especially in the morning and 
early afternoon. And then in the late 
afternoon we get into games - five-on-
five. That's always a fun thing to do, 
for them auyway, but to get to the 
game part we. have to learn the funda-
mentals. It's like anything else. 
You 've got to do some things to get 
somewhere." 
According to Bernsen, there are 
players that occasional move on from 
the camp and later end up playing ball 
with the Rivennen. Gregg Ross, who 
served as a camp counselor, played for 
Bernsen and was an attendee of 
Bernsen's camp. Normandy High 
School graduate Jonothan Griffin, also 
a former camper, will play under 
Bernsen as a re.d-shirt this coming sea-
son. 
'They have fond memories of their 
camp experience, so that's kind of 
neat," Bernsen said. "I don't think they 
necessarily can1e here because of the 
camp, but their first experience at 
UMSL was probably the boy's basket-
ball camp" 
My addi · · on to sports is fierce, though it may be curable 
I have an addiction. \Vell, actually, 
I have several addiction ... Probably 
one of my greatest addlc\;i, nS is my 
need for caffeine, mainly til Ll)e [Olm 
of Coke and Pepsi . I an1-also addicted 
fo the use of cornplltGtS. mostly for 
browsing the web or playing gan1es. I 
nov; force myse lf to only use the 
machines for the sale purpose of get-
ting. my work done. But probably ~le 
bbggest addiction I have is my addic-
ti011 to sports. 
In my days as an athlete - I sOiUld 
like. a de.crepit old man - I absorbed 
everything about the sport I played. I 
Not Qnly studied and practiced the fun-
damentals of the sport. but I also stud-
ied the history and the people involved 
in the development of the sport. The 
sport that I ftnd most addictive, 
believe it or not, is baseball. It is, along 
with football and basketball, a "meat 
aud potatoes" sport. 
Because this is America aud we are 
extremely proud of everything that we 
invent or heavily alter and produce, 
the history of the aforementioned 
SpOtiS is recorded to the most minis-
cule detail. If I wanted to, I could look 
up the length of Babe Ruth's finger-
nails when he called his shot almost 80 
years ago. It is hard not to re.spect and 
absorb everything belonging to those 
three. sports, 
Of course, aside from America's 
big three sports, there are other SpOl1s 
that are quite addictive and that have 
been Americanized. Golf, termis and 
bowling. in descending order, have 
definitely grown and alternate in and 
out of popularity. Hockey and soccer, 
of course. have become the fastest 
growing sports in America. It is hard 
not to respect the history of those five 
sports, especially the latter two action-
packed sports. And, uh-oh, I almost 
forgot about boxing, Aside from the 
possible fixing of matches, the sport is 
great to watch and even more interest-
ing to study. 
Yes, I do have a huge head when it 
comes to sports. There are times when 
I act as though I know it all. I also act 
as though I could do it all, as well. If 
that were the case, I would be playi.ng 
ball right now, probably somewhere 
locally. Because I am addicted to 
sports, I still cling to the idea that I 
could play if I wanted to and that I'm 
not playing because I do not want to 
and do not have the time. 
Needless to say, my addiction is a 
fierce one. That is why one day, 
because I am so into baseball and its 
history, I will probably begin to think 
that I am Babe Ruth or even Ty Cobb 
and end up in an insane asylum. 
Have an opinioll 011 anything relat-
ed to UM-St. Louis Sports or just 
sports in general? 
E-mail meatHFLB4@jul1o.com. 
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SPORTS S HORTS 
Ordner signs with UMSL 
for the '02·'03 season 
UMSL head women's basketball 
coach Shelly Ethridge has 
armounced the signing of Alicia 
Orclner (Sigel, lllfTeutopolis) to 
attend the University of Missouri-
St. Louis next season. 
Ordner was a four-year letter-
winner at Teutopolis High School, 
scoring 1,443 points during her 
career. She was named Most 
Valuable Player at both the 
Highland Invi tational and tlle 
Charleston Holiday Toumament a~ 
well as being named to several 
other all-tournament teams. Ordner 
was a Class "A" first tearn all-state 
selection her senior year. 
UMSL Golf Invitational 
to benefit men's b-ball 
Information on the 2002 UM-St. 
Louis Golf III vitational is available on 
the UM-Sl. Louis Athletics home page. 
The benefit will be held on July 15 at 
the Winghaven Golf COUI>e in 
O'Fallon, I'vtissouri. 
Festivities will begin at with an 11 
am. registration and lunch and will end 
at 5 p.rn. with a cocktail reception and 
awards ceremony. Sign-up options 
range from $100 (0 $1,000. 
2002 UM-ST. LOUIS 
HALL-Of-FAME CLASS 
Athletic Letters 
Lisa Houska-Dey 
Laurie Aldy Kuchno 
Chris Pilz 
Greg Ready 
Jeff Robben 
ExceHencein 
Coaching 
Ken Hudson 
Distinguished Service 
Rita Hoff Stott 
Barbara SChDrp 
E 
www.umsl.edu/ 
services/athletics 
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Calendar 
EVENTS 
June 
Missouri Botanical Garden 
22nd Music Festival 
19 
Carolbeth True, vi rtuoso jazz 
pianist plays with friends 
25 
Air National Guard Band of 
the Central States, features 
the Jazz Ensemble, will 
highlight 1940's swing 
26 
Oliver Sain, classic jazz 
july 
3 
Soulard Blues Band, the one 
and only 
10 
Fontella Bass, St. louis Walk-
of-Fame star, will belt out 
classics including her hid sin-
gle, "Rescue Me" 
16 
Reggie and Mardra Thomas, 
jazz standards and originals 
17 
Flying Mules Bluegrass Band 
24 
Award-winning songwriter 
Connie Fairchild 
Movies 
have sea-
sons , just like 
the weather. 
In the fall and up to 
Christmas and New Year's 
Day, we get the big budget 
serious films that Hollywood stu-
dios hope will win Oscars. From 
New Year's Day to March we get the 
late released Oscar hopefuls, and a few 
serious films that didn't quite make the cut. 
Early spring to the start of ummer is the 
trough. when studios release films that didn't 
quite work out, hoping to pick up 'ome bucks. 
The start of summer begins the illy eason. 
Summer films are often action blockbusters, illy 
comedie~. kid fllms and family fare. A few sunUl1er 
romances sneak in, but don't look for many erious 
films before fall. 
But this pal.ticular SlUnmer has a few options for the 
thinking film fan too. The recently released "Insomnia" 
brings back the director of last years' "Memento" in a 
thriller about a cop chasing a killer which has a deeper 
layer about losing one's moral compass. a film that is possi-
bly even an early Oscar hopeful. Summer is shaping up to 
offer a lot of options for differing tastes. Blockbuster hope-
fuls are already up and running with "Spiderman," Star Wal.'S 
Episode 2: Attack of the Clones," "Sum of All Feal.·s," and 
most recently 'The Bourne Identity." 
Here's a peek at some new and upcoming swnmer filins. 
Some of these are out now, and for a select few longer 
reviews will appear on our website. All these al.-e due to be 
released by the end of July, although this can change. A few 
of these may not even appeal.' in our area until a later date, 
much like the comedy "My Big Fat Greek Wedding:' which 
played weeks in other cities before arriving here. 
Before we take a look at the big new films coming out, 
you might want to take note of some special offerings. 
The Tivoli theater is running Friday and Satw'day mid-
night shows, featuring a wealth of cult and unusual 
films. The St. Louis film festival will present a show-
case of the works of local film makers in a three-day 
minifest later this month. More details on these 
films, along with times and prices, can be found at 
the festival's website, www.sliff.org. For those 
who want to recall the 1950's Beat era, don 
your black beret and head to Beatnik Bob's 
CatE in the City Museum. Once a month, 
on a Wednesday, Beatnik Bob's hosts the 
evening Cinema in the City with a 
showing of a classic film, anything 
from cult to silent comedy. 
Check with the Webster Film 
Series for the date and the 
movie for this month's 
screening. And 
don't forget to 
check out 
the 
~Ire Current 
• 
• 
..... 
other 
Webster Film Series offer-
ings, which range form foreign to classic 
to the unique . 
New or coming soon: 
"The Bourne Identity" -Fast and intriguing spy tale 
based on the Robert Ludlum novel may even be a more enter-
taining movie than the book, thanks to Matt Damon as an 
amnesiac who can't remember who he is but keeps finding he 
has some amazing survival skills and Franka Potente (from 
"Run Lola Run") as a young drifter who crosses his path on 
his quest to uncover his past. The twisting plot is great and the 
action is reminiscent of "La Femme Nikita," with all the sur-
prises you could want. Damon and Potente give their charac-
ters depth, too. The whole package looks like a winner, and 
Damon will probably win the box-office battle against his 
buddy Ben Affleck's mm'ie "Sum of All Fears." 
''Sum of All Fears" -Ben Affleck takes over the Jack Ryan 
role from Harrison Ford in the movie version of the Tom 
Clan y bestseller. Affleck accomplishes this by having the 
character go back in time to become a rookie CIA analyst 
while the story is in the pre ent. The young intelligence offi-
cer brings to light information that is crucial to stopping a ter-
rori t 's plan involving the Russians. TIle fiJm was not as bad 
and 
funny, but unfoc lI :>cd 
parts. 111e flashback~ are .1 _~;u(uman 
because it's hard to It'l l 
Burstyn and Sandra Btll "". 
outstanding cast, but it i ~ !l11 
as a Soutbem Belle. e~pe( 
through the dialog. A fU ll I 
''Nine Queens"- .-'-\ 
crossing, keep-yoll-gllc\,ill 
Ellen 
I :' 1 
. 
' I r 
.I ) " ; 
t I · \ 
" 1 
as I had feared and Affleck does 'fine in lill! part; bm the one "}I'Mamet about Argentilll.lI1 -.-.n,,;u 
of the film is less serious and grown-up in some ways than sheet of valuable sl:unp, 
early Jack Ryan tales, teetering on being just another 
actionJthriller. Media hype and tbe trailer itself reveal too 
much of the story, which has elements that are too far-fetched 
to be believable, especially regarding the effects of a nuclear 
bomb. The film is good summer entertainment, but in the 
Affleck versus Damon summer hit competition, Damon looks 
like the witmer. 
"Importance of Being Earnest"- The deliciously fun hit 
of the moment, this film is a wonderfully playful reinterpre-
tation of Oscar \Vilde's classic. A very proper and responsible 
young country gentleman maintains a debauched alter ego 
named "Ernest" in town, who he passes off as his brother. 
When his roguish buddy discovers the double life and decides 
to adopt the Ernest persona, more complications than anyone 
imagined possible crop up. This version retains the late 
Victorian ti.me period while injecting some modem elements 
that bring out Wilde's wickedly witty undertones. Complete 
e~oymellt and humor, even if you know nothing about 
Wilde. 
Divine Secrets of the Ya Ya Sisterhood" - Based on the 
best-selling novel, this tale of the life-long fiiendship of 
Southern women - the Ya-Ya Sisters - and a 
strained motl1er-daughter relationship is 
sometimes ver~ chanrring 
those who love a good i~ U 
''Scooby-Doo'' -OK. ~ I 
her-e. The live action \e [", i, 
Lillard, Fr-eddie Prinze .I f 
Scooby and the Myste ["~ \1 
Island to stop an evil pll\\ e[" 
race. The sets are rather "'11 
the film is more 
what you are going to get 
cartoon feattu-es Matthew 
~ I Sarah Michelle Gellar, as 
, " kids take a trip to Spooky .' 
enslaving the whole human 
" which is fun, but . I 
. , 
not, which migbt appeal • 
, 
- ' ~ younger set. 
"Wind talkers" -Nic( I "' .... rr ..... j:; ... [ 
Christian Slater star in thi, 
film is based on the re~l l 
used a code based on 
Adam Beach, and 
directed by John Woo. The 
Navajo "code talkers," who ' .. 'J 
h"Na,rajo language against the 
, . 
Japanese. The story C0nL .. • 
marines (Cage and Sialcll.ignc!d to protect them. The , 
marines are instlUcted 1 the code, even if it means 
killing the Navajo to pre\ from being captured. The 
film does not have the SlY of Woo's previous films 
and focuses way too much Nick Cage character rather 
than the Navajo. but prcl\"ldlcU~lr.y of battle scenes for fans 
of Wal.' movies. It was a 0-
",0\ 
depth and is too often 
''Ins ." R omrua - obin Wi 
Swank star in a tale about 
Alaska to help solve a 
in his own precinct. Hila.ry 
cop who is a student of 
and Robin Williams plays a 
(pacmo) who comes to 
also to flee problems 
, , 
, 
, . 
! , 
ctJ,g c··· ... - t 
"". ren · ------~------~~--------~~~----~--------------
I : t.I.':' ; 14" i Bltl) man--
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oney' veals casino life 
BY SARA PORTER 
Senior 11"riler 
Even re:lders who have never set 
foot inside a riverboat or a casino will 
have a full grasp 0f the world of gam-
bling by the time they finish James 
Swain's mystery nuvel "!-'unny 
Money." The intricate details of gam-
bling are described accurately and 
vividly, and the novel looks at the 
characters who profit from gambJing 
eitller by playing the games or by 
working in the casino. 
"Funny Mone} " is Swain's second 
novel starring protagonisl Tony 
Valentine. Valentine is a retired pri-
vate detective working as a gaming 
consultant in Atlantic City. He gets a 
phone call from a fonner partner. 
Doyle Flanagan, who is mmdered 
while talking to Valentine. It seems 
that Doyle was working on a cheuting 
scandal in The Bombay. a fictitious 
AtlWltic City casino. After Doyle is 
murdered, Valentine gets involved in 
the case and becomes entangled with 
many dill'erent characters, including 
casino bos es. irrunigl"clllt ass <ins 
and professionai wre.'5tlers. 
The book is a nice trip inlo a \ arid 
that few people really uncterstlUJd. 
Swain, a se if-described "siejghl--<lf-
hand amI garnbling expert," clearly 
knows hi - \clwin. He desclibes garu.-
hling terms clearly :md concisely, 
maki ng " alentine '" world easily 
acce 'sible to his readers. The title 
itself is a bit of "insider lingo" trult 
refers [0 slot ma hines that are -et tQ 
gi e people J small amount of man y 
instantly. wain's writing makes the 
setting beli vahle and unders tandable. 
TIle plot moves aiong at a brisk 
pal'e. helped along bJ an unusuall:3St 
or characters. In 'ome ways 
I ~i 'It4 4";1 i ; )4') i gitl, 
City Museu-"--, ys-
ry writer 
ho becomes 
suspect. Director 
hristopher Nolan, 
hose film "Memento" 
as one of the most startling 
s of last year, creates a film 
at is less Oliginal in structure but 
st as emotionally poignant and 
mpeIIing. A great film and one of the 
st so far this year. 
' 'Bartle by" -Crispin Glover, David 
BY JOAN HENRY 
\I!1lior \'('ritl'r 
I f you are looking for a bit of sum-mer actventme, there is a place downtown wher> an. one can be 
swall owed by a whale. make paper, r 
check out 100 years of doorknob. 
Thi ' place is the City Museum at 
70 1 N 15th Streel. Some rnay 
know it as the building with a 
bus hanging 00- tlle roof. 
Bob and Gail Cassilly. 
with the help of ther 
de 'igne rs and artists, 
aymer and Glenne Headly star while opened thei ty MuseulU 
in 1997. It was and is 
three floors of "fun" nathon Parker directs this excellent iodie film. 
oft beat dark comedy and a fascinating update 
f Herman Melville's Bartleby the SCliveoer. A 
·n.king peLon's film that is funny, weird, sad, and 
spiring. 
Other ftlms coming up-
The thinking film fan might watch for: 
''Minority Report"-It' s hard to guess abollt this one 
ight unseen, but the combination has potential with star 
om Cruise and director Steven Spielberg. Spielberg again 
ckles science fiction classics with this story from leg-
I ndary SF writer Philip K. Dick. Dick was one of the most 
. tartlingly original writers in any genre (another of Dick's 
oks was the inspiration for Blade Runner), so Spielberg is 
orking with high caliber material as he was with "A.I." 
et's see if he gets it right this time. 
that onstantly 
changes, so every 
visit is new. 
However, noth-
ing the muse-
um i made out 
of is. The tick-
et booth, the 
murals, and 
a lot of 
other things 
are made 
up of 
re c ycled 
materials. 
The r e 
are n ' t 
e v e n 
comput-
ers. The 
Vale!l tin~ seems like the -Ii h&l pri-
Vate (k kd ivc: middie aged, single, 
sardonic, worio weary and retired 
fron1 uw ti.)fce: hOWEver. he' far from 
the siil1ple, one-d.imens:i nal pri\'ale 
detedil~ th t has been offered up to 
readers ,;n many unJes before. The 
reader Jis 1 gets to ee ' aleLlline as a 
man with many complex per nal 
issues. indudi!1c a troubled son and a 
de eioplllg relationship with a female 
p _1\ reslkr. He j not orJy seeo !IS a 
good detective. but aiso as an u_ndei-
slandabie 3JlJ piliable character. 
Other r.: harac tees are multi-dimen-
sional ~I S II ell. ontaining. various 
UnfNgcllab1e I?Ccentricitles and traits. 
Thev ar.: all lively, colorful people 
tha 'either hclp or hinder Valentine's 
in'Ves tig~ ti \)n . They include Archie 
Tanner. the gregarious own of the 
Bom al : Fmnk Porter, a lerrible stand 
up on;eJian: Lt. Eddie Da\· ·· f the 
Atlantic City Police 
department. who carries 
the running gag that he 
10Qk~ like the original 
actor who played Shaft: 
and Kat Berman, a pro-
wrestler nicknamed Judo 
Queen. 
The suspeJlse moves 
the story alo1)g quickly, 
a1)d ilie ending resolution, 
though slightly pre-
dictable, is also extremely 
engaging. 
With its engaging ehar-
a.clers and believable set-
ting, "Funny Money" 
makeli for very good sum-
mJ!r re.ading. Read it 
before going to Harrah's 
and maybe leam a thing or 
tv a about how casinos 
really work. 
___ ee floors of fun 
firs 01 the three floo with th.e 
tic t hOIl!h. which was sal ged (rom 
a dem(1lishcd rococo Sl. Louis build-
ing. Admi~silln costs $7.50 5.00 on 
TuesJa~ ) fllr ea h person between the 
~oes ut' 3 3Jld 99 and the group.rot is 
0$5.00 ca~h ( 4.00 on The day. 
Loc ers an: availabl to stal purses 
or ther 3ccr .. 00 -' while adventur-
ing. 
round th orner is til OUYenir 
shOll and ;ICroSS fro m that u the giant-
bo lead whale invitlng alJ to walk up 
ils I nguc 3Jld between i j VI and-
clim in Ihe cave and tunnels be and 
it. Or \ isitors can ra J through 
the 'hale Way. a tunnel th t ru~lS 
through the floor and under the while. 
Ho cl cdlC warn that the tunn I i 
ver:Y n:UTI'W, and a little dlfficulllo gel 
O1It ollor the aduI t- ized cxplor .To 
the me'-lanine. vi itrJrs can US 
the tlir;; llr climb through lb cay to 
the Enchan ted Forest whcre more 
n -, crW1J1ies. holes, tunnels and 
even alng cabin await them. 
Ad\'enturm don't need to be child-
ized to explore, butthose \ ho aren't 
might neelito know the am1 Jawl to 
avoid getting sluck. Attached to the 
Enchanted Forrest are a giant bird 
nes a giant crab. anaquarium with 
fish d a tu rtle and a barrel Fore t 
complete with rope andmore tunnel . 
When the adventurers get tired., hun-
gry r thirsly. they can getfood arId 
soda in the food court, which can also 
be reached by stairs, sit in theLizard 
Lounge and figure out what recycled 
n)aterial (old pens, for example) the-
Ii zards on the pillars are made out of. 
After a rest, take the stairs to the 
second floor and look ar'ound the 
shoelacefactory. Then c:ontinue to Art 
City. There, museumgoers can watch 
potters, spinners . weavers and glass 
blowers at their craft. Then they could 
by theihand at painting or making 
paper, 
After walking up another staircase, 
decide which room to enter rust. 
There isthe Museum of Mirth, 
Mystery and Mayhem where it's dark 
and many surplises andpinball 
machines lay. Sit down to watch the 
Everyday Cir~us with some eotton-
andy or watch the model train go 
arQund. the city expre.ss. Take a look 
ar undthe St. Louis Architedural 
M o-euln mio s e the: same Vlew the I 
birds had of theslone muse carvings 
from a Chicago Theater as well as 
many other Architectmalpieces. 
Fin~llIy, look arouod Youth City or any 
of tlJe three temporary ex.hibil~[here 
now. 
After exploring the top floor, he.ad 
back down to find what you didn' t see 
thetirst time through the Enchanted 
Forest. 'TIred. of the stairs? Take the 
slide . And when its time to leave, 
remind yourself to come back again to 
see what has changed_ An outside 
exhibit to climb around in is coming 
soon, and it would be a shame to miss 
that 
''Road to Perdition" (Jllly)-Tom Hanks, Paul Newman, 
de Law, dir. Sam Mendes-Ahitman makes things personal 
fier his wife and son are murdered, in a tale that involves AI 
apope. A gangster movie with a moral from the director of 
erican Beauty, another potential early Oscar contender. 
M OVOE· REVIEW 
A 
"13 Conversations About One Thing"-A unique indie 
1m. l am the ''Sunshine State"-John Sayles directs and his films are 
ways worth a look. 
fIrst to 
admit, I 
am not over-
ly fond of 
animal films 
where there 
are hardly any 
''Salton Sea" - This film starring Val Kilmer and 
mc;ent D'Onofrio may make it to our area. It is a 
. ler/mystery based on the book of the same name. 
Offbeat/inclie films: humans and the 
''The Dangerous Lives of Altar Boys"-Kiernan 
, Jodie Foster, and directed by Peter Care-
animals don't 
speak, animated 
or otherwise. I 
always find the sto-
rylines predictable 
(either "see how the 
animal survives" or 
"the animals have a new 
enemy: man") and the 
characters a little hard to 
relate to. But there are excep-
tions. "The Lion King" is one, 
and this newest offering from 
Dream Works "Spirit: Stal1ion of 
970s Catholic school boys, a sexually explicit 
mic book, and a one-legged nun (Foster). 
ounds like a summer movie to me. 
"The Emperor's New Clothes"-
irn\ted release film stars Ian Holm and 
en) Hjejle. A re-imagining of the 
nal !years of Napoleon, this movie 
as both a look-alike of the 
ep9sed emperor living in lux-
ry jilld Napoleon himself 
HO,lm) stealing away to 
arisl only to fall for 
the CimillTon" is another. Despite a 
predictable storyline, "Spirit" is a 
memorable film, given to beautiful 
animation and expressive characters. 
The film begins in some of the 
most jaw dropping beautiful aerial 
, commoner 
Hjejle). fSpirit' lS a memo-
rable f ilm , . glven to 
beautiful animation and 
11 expressive characters. 
pirited film 
BY SARA PORTER 
. " • .. ·, · · ., · , · . · · ...... . . · .. ....... n •• ' • •• • .... _ · •• ·· ·~ .. 
Senior Writer 
see es of the Old West as a herd of 
wil I horses gallops and a mother 
mare gives birth to the ftlm's protag-
oais . Spirit (voiceover narration by 
Matt Damon) . As he grows older, 
Splnl becomes the head of his herd 
like his late father before him. One 
ni~t, his curiosity gets the better of 
him and he wanders into a frontier 
settlement and gets captmed by tbe 
U.S. Cavalry. The Cavalry sets out to 
break Spirit but since this is told from 
the norse's point of view, the horse is 
Wild and untamable and refuses to be 
brolcen. He does however allow him-
self to be befriended by a young 
Lakota, Little Creek (voice of Daniel 
Studi) and falls in love with Little 
CreeJc's mare, Rain . 
The familiar plot may make this a 
better film for children than adults . 
The storyline seems to be a compos-
ite of other animated Elms (such as 
"Bambi") and books by Marguerite 
HelllY and Louis L'Amour. It's the 
type of film where if someone oets on 
file liorse, you know he's goin; to fall 
off. Or if a character seems dead, you 
are ClOunting the seconds untiJ they 
get I)ack to life. There wasn't a single 
element to the story that ha,n't been 
seen before in film or literature. 
Criticisms aside, Spirit is stiB a 
great film. The animation is beyond 
gorgeous. Even in this day and age of 
computer generation, it's nice to see 
thaI the old fashioned traditional 
baokground still excites_ A scene 
over the canyons has to be seen to be 
believed and a fire blazes in red and 
orange brilliance. 
Though there ar'e only three voice 
actors (four if you count the songs by 
Bryan Adams), they give off decent 
perfOlmances. Damon and Adams 
both give Sprit the sarcastic wild 
edge, which he needs. Plus, the hors-
es constant eye rolling and sarcastic 
grimaces help quite a bit. Damon's 
nanation gives Spirit, the edge and 
Adam's music the sweetness and the 
anger in the character. The other hors-
es ~might have benefited from voices 
too. 
As the resident antagonist James 
Cromwell gives an understated per-
fonnance as the head Cavalry officer 
who isn't given a name (but Spirit 
refers to as a "rattler"). He doesn't 
speak much except one short speech 
about taming the west (of course 
while on Spirit and of course given 
the boot for his efforts). Most of the 
time he glares menacingly at the 
horse as he attempts to break it until 
the end. He is not seen as evil, just 
arrogant, making him more human 
than~ most villains. 
Spirit's companion, Little Creek, 
is a young Lakota brave and as 
played by Studi, he is a likeable char-
acter. Avoiding Ihe stereotype of the 
serious Native American, Little 
Creek is a fun-loving, outgoing 
prankster while also a dedicated war-
rior. He alternates between a clever 
fighter, while trying to free himself 
and Spirit and an energetic type who 
laughs when others get splashed with 
war paint. He is also able to show 
Spirit tenderness and affection when 
he realizes the horse cannot be tamed. 
"Spirit" may not become one of 
the classics of animation. But it 
should be viewed at least to be con-
sidered. I only wish they let the hors-
es talk. 
The book is 
a nice trip 
into a world 
that few 
people real-
ly under-
stand. 
-
THEATER CALENDER 
Local upcoming 
theater pic'ks 
BY SARA PORTER 
Se/iior Wiriter 
A variety of musicals, plays, and 
operas will be perfomled during the 
Slimmer months in SL Louis. This 
season promises to be a variety of old 
favorites, plus some classics, and 
recent popular hits as well as a few 
original works. Here are the top 
picks for the summer's theatrical sea-
son. 
"1VIidslDnmer Night's Dream"-
This is the second event for St. Louis 
Shakespeare Festival Shakespeare's 
comedy about four mL>::ed up lovers 
and the fairies that try to aid them 
will be held in Forest Park near the 
Art Museum ever) night but 
11,fnewJ\Y_ through'Jun 6 at '8 p.m. 
(there will be a presentation before at 
7 p.m.). Admission is free. For more 
information call the box. oftice at 
(31 4) 361-0lGl. 
The MLillY- The outdoor theatre's 
musical season olTers many popular-
illJd oft played musical events for 
theu' 2002 season: 
"A Chorus Line"'- the second 
longest running Broadway show is 
about dancers auditioning for a part 
in a musical - June 17 -23 
"Hooray for Hollywood"- a 
revue of songs from film musicals-
June 24-30. 
"How to Succeed in Business 
Without Really Trying"- a musical 
comedy about a naive young man 
who tries to get to the top of the busi-
ness world July 8-14 
"Peter Pan"- the popillar musical 
adaptation of James BarTie's play 
about the boy who won't grow up 
and his fights with Captain Hook-
July 15-21 
''The Fantasticks"- the longest 
running off-Broadway musical is 
about two 10vers who are accidental-
ly thrown together by their feuding 
fathers- July 22-27 
"Camelot"- The musical adapta-
tiQn of T.H. White's "'The Once and 
Future King" about the life of King 
Arthur-July 29- August 4 
"Joseph and the Amazing 
Tecbnicolor Dreamcoat" - Andrew 
Lloyd Webber's rock opera is about 
the life of Joseph after he is sold to 
Egypt as a slave hy his brothers. 
August 5-11 
Ticket prices range from free to 
$43.00. Every perfonnance begins at 
8: 15 PJTI., weather pennitting. For 
more information call the (,l.:;rx. otlice 
at (314) 361-1900. 
Opera Theatre Sl. Louis- This 
summer the operas will be three clas-
sics and one new opera making its 
debut: 
''The Magic Flute"- l\lozart's 
opera about a prince's magical jour-
ney will be shown on June 6, 8. ].I , 
13, 16, 19,22,26, '2S. 
''Lucia Di Lammennoor' - The 
Donnizetti opera is about a young 
wom!ill kept from !her luver b)' her 
tyrannical brotl)(~r. It will be shown 
on June 1, 5,7.13.18. :"', 26, 3D. 
''Loss of Eden"- This opera by 
Cary John Franklin makes its WQrld 
premiere. It focuses on the lives of 
Charles and Anne Lindbergh, and 
Bruno illld Anna Hauptman who 
were accused and CDnvicted of kid-
napping the Lindbergh' on. 
lt will be shown on June 9, 12, 15, 
20, and 28. 
''Hamlet'' - Shakespeare 's play 
about a prince enticed [0 seek 
vengeance on his murdering uncle 
will be shown on June 19, 2J, 23, 25, 
27. 
Tickets for the Operas range from 
$20.00-$84.00 
The Fox Theatre- This summel; 
the Fox will only be otTering two 
musical events: 
"Cats" - The longest running 
. Broadway musical is Andrew Lloyd 
Webber's adaptation of TS Eliot's 
"Old Possum's Book of Practical 
Cats." It will be shown from June 5-
9 at 7 p.m. and Sundays at 2:00 pm 
and 7 p.m. 
"Mama Mia"- The Torry nomi-
nated musical by former ABBA 
members Benny Anderssen and 
Bjorn Ulvaleus focuses on the rela-
tionship between a mother, daughter, 
and the men in ,their lives. It will play 
from August 10-17 at 8 p.m. and 
Sundays at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Tickets 
prices vary. For more infolmation 
call the box office at (314) 534-1111. 
. (3 i ;ta'f1 ;1 W, i 4't" 
Big fun under the big top 
BY MICHELLE ELKINS 
StajJiVriter 
'This yeill', Circus Flora presented a 
unique and exciting performance 
entitled Gallop. Circus Flora has long 
been heralded as one of the greatest 
shows in town, and Gallop showed 
that snch high praise is truly warrant-
ed Gallop is a romantic adventure· 
intertwined with myth and mysti-
cism, a love story of epic proportions. 
The smell of the desert, palaces, 
grand balls and fearless riders all set 
the tone for the show. 
The troupe includes many friends 
and family members, including the 
Flying Wallendas, Cecil MacKinnon, 
the St. Louis Arches and Sacha 
Pavlata. Giovanni Zoppe portrayed 
Nino the Clown, and special to the 
troupe this year was Lisa Dufresne 
showcasing her expertise with ponies, 
camels and horses. 
Circus Flora showcases the blend-
ing of theatrical techniques with tradi-
rCircus Flora is 
about family 
magic and 
inspiration. ' 
tional Emopean families equipped 
with knowledge passed down from 
generations. Complete with actors, 
dancers, musicians and animals, 
Circus Flora is about performance. 
Unlike other circuses which empha-
size fancy sets, costwnes illld death-
defying acts, Circus flora concen· 
trates on displaying individual talents. 
Circus Flora is about family, 
magic and inspirdtion for the souL A 
non- profit organization founded in 
1985, their mission is to create and 
foster an artistic, enlightening and 
joyous experience. St. LOllis's very 
own special big top, Circus Flora is a 
gem of a show. 
.1; 
,. 
• 
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FUNDS, from page 1 
...... .......... ....... . ...... .............. .. -.. ................. . 
Except for the retirement opportu-
nities, facnlty and staff will not see 
many changes. Their benefits and 
pay will not be affected by the bud-
get crunch. 
"The major impact [of the budget 
crunch] is on students," Driemeier 
admitted. 
"We have to do everything we can 
to minimize the loss of quality of 
education," Driemeier assured. 
"There is no desire to use the early 
retirement system to downgrade the 
preparation or quality of the faculty," 
LETTER, from page 4 
tell me that condoms are now mur-
der, too? And what about prophylax-
is? Or shall disease be allowed to run 
as rainpant as unwanted pregnancy? It 
seems that anything which can be lISed 
to give individuals, especially women, 
power over themselves and their lives 
is anathema to your conservative 
cause, Mr. Brown. I would propose 
that the foremost murderers of our 
world are the zealots who maintain 
their power through the preservation 
of ignorance and antediluvian mores, 
nltimately encouraging, rather than 
working against, overpopulation, 
famine, plague, poverty, disenfran-
chisement, oppression, and misery. 
I also noted Mr. Brown's com-
ments about the AIDS quilts displayed 
on campus. Contrary to his state-
ments, the quilt that seemed to evoke 
from him such visceral reactions did 
NOT portray men having anal 
sex ... the men were standing next to 
each other as they regarded the name 
of their fallen comrade, in an interpre-
tation of classic Greek nudes. 
he continued. 
There will be no new buildings 
this year; buildings already in the 
midst of construction, however, will 
be finished. 
"The monies for new buildings 
that were to .be released this year 
were to be released this year were 
pulled by the governor," Driemeier 
said. 
On-campus research will not be 
much affected by the budget prob-
lems as most of it is funded through 
external · agencies. Off-campus 
Furthelmore, the men did not have 
erectioIlS. The figures, about two feet 
tall, were wrought of ebony felt, and 
were intended as African American. 
Apparently, Mr. Brown would do well 
to broaden his appreciation of both the 
artistic ideals common in Western cul-
ture, and the virility and beauty at 
times present in the black male body. 
Perhaps then he would not find such 
renditions quite so threatening. 
Finally, but perhaps most seriously, 
Mr. Brown continued in his letter to 
blur the distinctions between those of 
us who are socially liberal, and those 
who harbor anti-American sentiments. 
Contrary to the stereotype, it is quite 
possible to be both a "lover" and a 
"fighter." By continuing to lump all of 
the things he does not like into one cat-
egory marked "liberal," Chris Brown 
is attempting to portray all socialliber-
als as anti-war traitors who collude 
and sympathize with terrorists. I am 
quite certain that I speak for every 
social liberal with whom I am fan1ili.ar 
in refuting such beliefs. Social liberal-
KENTUCKY, from page 5 
because he persevered and Jimmy's 
fuse is about a half an inch shorter 
than mine and so he has even more 
problems dealing with failure ," 
Brady said. "That 's the hardest thing 
for him to overcome, because he 's 
such an intense player. He competes 
so hard and he wants to win so bad 
that he just refuses to accept anything 
less than perfection. In baseball , 
you're going to be less than perfect 
most of the time." 
Though Brady will be losing play-
ers such as Wallace, he is very 
plea~ed with the prospects for next 
year. 
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research that UM-St. Louis funds is 
still in question. 
"As disturbing as these budget 
woes are, in the long history of this . 
campus, this will be but a small 
blip." 
The campus will be closed Friday, 
Jnly 5. Air conditioning in non-
essential buildings will be shut off 
late on July 3 and turned on early on 
Jnly 8. The Thomas Jefferson 
Library will be opened and air condi-
tioned on July 7. Most employees 
will be forced to take a day's leave. 
ism does not equate anti-
Americanism. It is common, however, 
for conservatives to use such tactics, 
playing on the raw emotions of the 
general public, and spreading misin-
formation in order to promote their 
own agendas. 
Through his most recent let-
ter, Chris Brown continues to misrep-
resent the facts. The College 
Republicans must recognize the 
effects such rabid malarkey \vill have 
on their reputation. In a fiscal year in 
which their organization saw a budget 
increase of more than 1200%, while 
the campus gay and lesbian organiza-
tion received no budget., an argument 
of a liberal campus bias is already built 
on a foundation of quicksand. 
Continued tantlUms over the mere 
presence of liberal sentiment on cam-
pus will only detract from the legiti-
mate political perspectives which their 
organization might offer. 
Michael Rankins, M.Ed. 
Doctoral student 
Division of Counseling 
"1 am not cautiously optimistic," 
Brady said. "I an1 extremely opti-
mistic about what we have coming in 
for next year. I'm excited about it. 
"If I have a problem, it's that we 
will have a number of extremely 
good players in a number of very 
important positions, so it bodes well." 
J P H R C 
USING AND REINVESTMENT CORP. 
5031 NORTHRUP 
ST. LOUIS, MO 63110 
PHONE: (314) 664-5051 
FAX: (314) 664-5364 
"Helpin Families Invest In 
Their T morrow ... Today" 
00 you think you'll ever want to 
if you can afford it, or if you'll 
JPHRC show you how your 
JPHRC is St. Louis'leading 
uy a home or car? Worried about what kind of rates you'll receive, 
approved at all? If your credifis not the best, let the staff of 
can become a reality. 
fit credit and homeownership assistance agency . . 
Call today and mention you add and receive a FREE credit report complete with your credit 
counseNng. What do you "0' ... · .... loose , your future is waiting to be defined! 
COLUMBIAf7i0l\") 
PICT URES W 
© 2002 COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
& 
Invite you and a guest to a special screening 
Tuesday, June 25th 
AMC West Olive 16 
12657 Olive St. Rd. 
7:30 p.m. 
Pick up your complimentary pass al 
The Current Newsroom 
388 Millennium Student Center 
A few good 
salesmen & 
women 
Got sales skills? The Current might have 
a job for you! Call 516-6810 for details. 
No purchase necessary while supplies la5t. Participating 
sponson; fire ineligible. This film is rated "PG- IY for language 
intl uding sexual references and some rear nUdity. You must be 
18 years of age r older to obtain a pass. Passes available on a 
firs t-come. fi rst se rved basis. 
Opens Friday, June 26th 
e 
I 
Close to campus. Private bedrooms. F _ e cable. Free 
internet access. Free parking. On-site dry facility. 
Gated community 
... and more of the same. 
51 6-75 
Umeadows@go.cotn 
http://www.campushousing.com/urnsl 
~ 
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CHOCOLATE MANDARIN ICE CREAM 
Chocolate and orange. A tempting blending of flavors to please even the 
most choosy tastes. 
4 egg yolks 
213 cup firmly packed light brown sugar 
2 tablespoons unsweetened cocoa 
1 cup heavy cream 
1/4 cup Grand Mamier or other orange-flavored liqueur 
6 ounces best-quality milk chocolate, fmely chopped 
fmely grated zest of 1 orange 
Combine egg yolks, brown sugar and cocoa in a large bowL Using a whisk, 
beat until light and slightly thickened (3-4 minutes). 
Gently Wllim the cream in a heavy-bottomed, I-quart saucepan over medi-
um heat until small bubbles begin to appear at the edges. Add 1/4 cup of the hot 
cream to the egg mixture, stirring steadily. Then stir the egg mixture into the 
remaining hot cream. Cook over medium heat, stilTing constantly and scraping 
the bottom and sides of the pan, until thick enough to coat the back of the spoon 
(about 5 minutes). Do not allow the mixture to boil, or it will curdle. 
Strain the mixture through a fine-mesh sieve into a metal bowl. Stir in the 
liqueur, cover and refrigerate to cool completely (about 4 hours) . 
Stir in the chocolate and orlli1ge zest and pour into an ice cream maker. 
Freeze according to the manufacturer's directions. Store in a tightly covered 
container in the freezer for up to 1 week. 
Yield: 1 2/3 pint. 
HOMEMADE CHOCOLATE SYRUP 
VANILLA CUSTARD ICE CREAM 
Vanilla ice cream. while good, can be a little boring. This twist with hav-
ing a custard base yields a much smoother, denser, richer treat. 
3 cups (I 1/2 .pint) half-and-half 
I vanilla bean' 
3/4 cup sugar 
6 egg yolks 
Pour the half-and-half into a medium-sized , heavy saucepan. Place the 
vanilla bean on a work surface. Using a smalL sharp knife, cut the bean in 
half lengthwise. Us ing the knife tip, then add the seeds and bean halves to 
the half-and-half. Bring to a simmer over medium-high heat. Remove from 
the heat. Cover and Jet stand for 3D minutes. 
Retum the saucepan to medium-high heat and again bring to a simmer. 
Meanwhile, in a metal bow], whisk together the sugar and yolks until blend-
ed. Place the bowl alop a folded kitchen towel to prevent it from moving. 
Gradually nour the haJJ·and-half mixture into the yolk mixture, whi sking 
constantly. Retun1 Ih(' mixture to the same saucepan and place over medi-
um-low heal. Co uk, ~tilTing slowly and continUOUSly wi th a wooden spatu-
la, until the custard thickens and leaves a path on the back of the spatula 
when a finger is drawn across it (ahout 5 minutes). Do not allow the mix-
ture to boiL 
Pour the custard through a coarse sieve set over a clean bowL Refrigerate 
the custard until cold (ahuut J hour). Transfer the cust31'd to an ice cream 
maker and process according to the manufacturer 's instructions. 
Transfer the ice cream to a container; cover and freeze until finn (at least 
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COCONUT ICE CREAM 
This recipe, originally based on one by chef Douglas Rodriquez of Patria 
in New York City, is reminiscent of Burma and the Caribbean. 
2 cups milk 
1 cup sugar 
2 cups unsweetened, canned coconut milk 
1 tablespoon fresh lime juice 
curls of lime zest and lime slices for garnish 
Put half the milk and all the sugar in a heavy-bottomed saucepan and 
bring to a boil, stirring until dissolved. Remove from heat. Add the remain-
ing milk and coconut milk. Cool the mixture over ice water and stir in the 
lime juice. ' 
Transfer to an ice cream maker and churn according to manufacturer's 
directions. 
Alternatively, freeze in plastic trays until the mixture is hard at the edges 
but soft in the center. Remove and stir well , then refreeze as before. Repeat 
and refreeze. 
Serve in bowls, glasses, or cones , topped with lime zest or with then lime 
slices for squeezing. 
Yield: 8 servings. 
Tip: To get the most juice out of a lemon or lime, warm the fruit in the 
microwave for about 15 seconds on half power. Then roll it firmly on a hard 
surface to break up the membranes . After cutting the fruit in half, it should 
be ready to provide plenty of fl avorful juice. 
4 hours). Use within 3 days. ~---------------------------------------, 
What's betterthan fresh vanilla ice cream? Homemade vani Ua ice crellin driz-
zled with homemade chocolate syrup and covered with nuts, of course. 
4 ounces unsweetened chocolate, chopped 
3/4 cup water, boiling 
1 114 cups sugar 
Yield : 5 cups. 
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract Proofreader needed. 
Combine the chocolate and boiling water in a saucepan. Place over medium-
low heat and stir until the chocolate melts completely. Stir in the sugar and raise 
the heat so that the mixture barely simmers. Cook, stirring constantly, for 5 min-
utes. Remove from the heat and stir in the vanilla. 
Call 516-5183 
for more information 
about the job. Yield: about 1 cup. 
EGG DONORS 
NEEDED 
Healthy Women 
Ages 18-32 
Willing to Help 
Infertile Couples 
Call Sue Bettale, RN, BSN 
314-286-2419 
The Infertility and 
Reproductive Medicine Center 
Barnes-Jewish 
I Community Psychological Service 
• Professional, confidential, affordable services . 
• Sliding scale fees. 
• Counseling for children, adults , couples & families. 
• LD and ADHD evaluations. 
• Evening appointments availahle. 
I To Find US UM-St. Louis 
232 Stadler Hall 
To Contact Us 
314-516-5824 
www.um 'I.edu\-cp~ 
• 
wwwfthecurrentonline.com 
. ... read .... respond .... interact ........ . .. www.thecurrentonline.com .... . 
Research Subjects Needed 
The University of Missouri-St. Louis 
School of Optometry is seeking subjects 
to participate in a research study about 
Nicotine's Effects on Reading 
Eligible subjects will be 
-Current smokers, aged 18-35 
-In good health 
-Willing to attend three testing sessions over a 
two-week period (lasting 60 minutes for the 
first visit and 20 minutes for each of the last 
two visits) 
Subjects will be paid for their tilTle and will also receive 
a comprehensive eye examination at no cost. 
Please ca ll (3 14) 516-6534 or email LauraBamesOD@hotmail.com 
;or information and other eligibility requirements . 
For the fi rst ti me • This issue will hit the news-
over ten years, The 
Current will .publish 
• • • 
an orientation Issue. 
A comprehensive 
guide to li fe at UMSL. 
stands July 15 and will be 
sent out to all transfer and 
incoming freshman students. 
Call now to reseiVe your 
~ .. o _. ertislng space. 
31 4.516.5316 
This is your first chance to 
welcome all new members 
of the UMSL community. 
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Student Savings at Lucas Hunt Village 
.A.t Gallery 210 a juried display of artwork from high school students was 
:featured from May 17 to June 15. 
:Ga leries present 
::summer displays 
, . 
• 
' . BY SARA PORTE R 
..... . 
:. Senior \'(triter 
This sununer, Galleries Visio and 
.,.210 will be presenting exhibits dis-
:(playing rut work by African-Amelican 
~.sts, local high ~chool students and e late Hilda Single ton-Bergman, ife of the recently-deceased Roy 
ergrnan, one of UM-St. Louis's 
.. .~ounders . 1. Gallery Visio will present "Artists 
.1m Call" from May 30 to June 30, 
i4 'fOCUSing on the work of many local ~can-American artists of national 
;"and international renown. 
:.. "I would like the students to use 
: l the exhibit] as a resource of visual 
. J'esponse of looking at art of different 
! -kinds," said Jacquelyn Lewis-Harris, 
4 ):>irector of the Center for Human 
'Origin and Cultural Diversity. 'The 
4splay is an interesting reflection of 
lhe artists and where they have been 
lIIld where they have traveled ." 
: The display features work by such 
. ~sts as Kenneth Calvert, Nannene 
Haggeroan, Wright Hanis ill, Adelia 
. }:larkef, Deloris Stith-Rudin, Kei th 
Westbrook, Ambrose Wesly, Is'mina 
Nebt'kata and Seitu. The display will 
featme a variety of different styles, 
including SCUlptures, paintings, textiles 
and photographs. 
"We have political art, abstrac t art 
with a message; all of the art is an 
effort to communicate:' Lewis-Harris 
said. 
According to Lewis-Harris, the 
unusual title for the display came from 
a last minute attempt to put a show 
together. 'We had another show, but 
we fOlmd out that we couldn' t do it at 
the last minute," she said. "So, I called 
people I knew up and asked if they 
would be intere:<ted in displaying their 
art. Most of them said yes." 
Lewis-Harris hopes thal the di splay 
will inspire the viewers, as well as stu-
dent<; from Normandy and Wellston 
and other schools that are planning to 
visit. "We hope the students "vill see 
the artist, as role models ," Lewis-
Harris said. 
At Gallery 210 a juried display of 
artwork from high school students was 
featured from May 17 to June IS. 
"We are presenting an exhibit of an 
work from Normandy. Berkeley and 
the Central Visual and Perfomling Arts 
High Schoo!.," said 210 director Terry 
Suhre. 'We are displaying all medi-
ums: painting, photography. ceramics, 
sculpture, mixed media. and others." 
The artwork was selected by teach-
ers at the high schools and then given 
to Dr. Lewis Lankford, Desmond Leed 
Chair for Art Education, who made the 
final selections. Suhre noted that all of 
the work wa') impressive, but he was 
particularly fond of the ceramic from 
Central. which he said 'w ere incredi-
ble ." 
The final display for thewnmer 
will be Gallery 210' exhibit of water-
colors by Hilda Singleton-Bergman, 
the late wife of L fow}der Roy 
Bergman. The exhibit will run from 
June 28 to July !3. 
"We selected about thirty-four of 
her watercolors from h r vacations," 
Suhre said. 'The watercolors teatw:e 
landscapes of the Southwest and the 
East and West oasts: Mrs. Bergman 
had a wonderful ey for lor and 
landscapes.' . 
The exhibit will be dedi ated to the 
memory of both f\.1r. and Mrs. 
Bergman. Suhre said mat their sao will 
speak at the exhibit in their honor, 
• Bi-State Bus Stop 
• Minutes from UMSL 
• Garages and Carports 
• Private Entrance Gate 
• Park-Like Setting 
• Tennis Courts 
• Choose Hardwood 
Floors or Carpet 
• Ceiling Fans 
• Free Concierge Service 
• 24-hr. Emergency Service 
• Multiple Laundry 
Facilities 
• Free Heat and Hot Water 
Book Your Appointment Today! 
381-0 55 0 
Drop Your Anchor In Our Port and 
Make Yourself At Home At 
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University Mea-ows 
Individual lease liability, Swimming Pool, Spa, 8arbeque Pavilion, 
Sand Volleyball Court, Limited Access Gate, Cable Access, 
Computer Hookups, Roommate Matching 
314.516.7500 
U meadows @ hotmail,com 
http://www.campushousing.com/umsl 
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff: 
Classifieds are FREE!! 
CLASSIFIED 
RATES [ VI$A ' 
(314) 
516·5316 
Otherwise, classified adl'erlising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text format. Bold and CAPS letters are free. All 
class/fieds must be prepaid ~)) check, money order or credit card Deadline is nJUrsday at 3 p. m. prior to publication. 
http://thecurrentonline.comads@thecurrentonline.com 
Looking for a fu~filled 
Challenging, rewarding summer 
employment? Join us at Girl Scout 
resident camp near St Louis. 
Competitive salary; pre-camping 
training; room/board. Nine-week 
season begins June 7. Call Debra 
at 314-592-2351 or e-mail djohn-
son@gscgs.org An equal opportu-
nity employer. 
Tutors Needed 
Qualifications: AlB average in the 
class, cumUlative GPA of 3.0, com-
pletion of 60 credit hours. 
Benefits: $ 10 per hour, set your 
own schedule, campus position. 
Please contact Allison via phone at 
516-6554, email todd@umsl.edu, 
or in person at 144 MSC. 
Fraternities • Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with Campus 
Fundraiser three hour fundraising 
event. Does not involve credit 
card applications. Dates are filling 
quickly, so call today! Contact 
Campusfundrasier.com at (888) 
923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com . 
ell yourtu . 
Nissan Sentra GXE '97 
5 speed, loaded,extremely clean 
only asking $5,500 or OBO Blue 
Book value $7,395. Please con-
tact Tia 314-406-7609. 
93 Saturn SC2 
5 speed, 120xxx miles, 
$2,500/0BO Contact Ali (314)-
524-2852. 
1993 Honda civic: 
Red color, Automatic. New CD 
player, Am/FM Stereo, system 
inside 8: outside very good condi-
tion. 4 brand new tires, 4 doors, 
moon roof, power windows, 
power door locks. tilt wheel, and 
cruise control. Asking for $5,500 
Call Angie (314)-603-1545. 
96 GMC Jimmy SLT 4x4 
SUV, Metallic Red, 85xxxmi, fully 
loaded, w/factory installed tow 
package, remote start, keyless 
entry, compact disc, wi new 
cargo mud mats. All factory rec-
ommended maintenance done as 
recommended (record available 
for inspection). S 11,700 call 
(636)-240-8946. 
Get roommate. 
Make new friends. 
Place a classified. 
314-516-5316 
It is free for students, foculty and staff. (40 words or less.) 
House for rent 
2 bedroom, 1 bath, living room, 
dining room, kitchen wi refriger-
ator and stove. Open basement 
and fenced yard. Five minutes 
from campus. $515 a month. Call 
430-2582 or 855-6656. 
Airfare 
Discounted airfare offered to 
worldwide destinations. Contact 
Lyn at Frontenac Travel. 
314-997 -3382 
lyn. frontenactvl@wspan.com. 
Steve 
Things just aren't the same with-
out you around. We really miss 
your snacks. 
Bubba 
How is that infection clearing up? 
Is that new cream working? 
Tom 
Web thingy goes here. 
The Current 
need's A 
poofreader. 
Bring your 
cover letter and 
resume to 388 
MSC or call 516-
6810 for more 
information. 
Customer Service / Retail Sales 
ALL STU DENTS 
$14.75 base-appt. No door to door or telemarketi ng. 
Entry level positions available. 
$14.75 base-appt 
No experience necessary. Day, evening and weekend bours. 
Scholarships available - conditions exist. 
For details call M-F. 9-6: 31 4-99 1-2428 
www.workforstuden ts. com/cp 
www.thecurrentonline.c o m 
-I POLK I'M NOT YOLR FATI1ER, BUT YOU SJ-!OL'lD JOIN f.'E IN Tf.~E SfvW..LER. iJ-lEA TRES FOR LARGER 
PROFITS AhlD MORE EXPOSUI?J:.. I 
I - _._, 
WAIT, MY SPEGAL ARACJ-lNlD 
NONSENSE IS llN8..lf',IG. I : l __ ,_ .. ~__ . ___ ~.__ _. __ .J 
DAMN, LOOKS I 
LIKE I NEED TO . 
REJtACE TfiE 
SA TTERJES IN 
MY LASER.-
SWORD AGAIN. 
Pregnant? 
ecte 
, 
is produced by the staff of The Current and is your only source for the contact 
information of your fellow students on the UM - 8t. Louis campus. 
Campus Connections is also your one-stop shop for information on the clubs 
and organizations on campus. 
CAMPUS CONNECTIONS IS 'A MUST HAVE FOR A LL UM-ST. LOUIS STUDENTS 
Universi 
&..Com 
~k Current 
Bool<store 
uter Snop 
June 17, 2002 
Save 50% Off on UMSL Clothing and Gifts! Huge Savings on Much, Much More! 
Pre-Inventory 
Uust ot.Jtside the University Bookstore in the Millennium Student Center 
m - . • 
All sale purchases are final. No exchanges or refunds. No special orders can be taken. Prices good during sale dates only. 
. Why join The Current staff? 
Located on campus 
Practical experience in your field 
Flexible work schedule 
Build your portfolio 
Laid-back environment 
Be a part of the college 
newspaper awarded best-of-state 
Apply today for a job at The Current. Submit 
your cover letter and resume to 388 MSC. For 
information regarding these positions, contact 
Stanford at 516-5183 or Anne at 516-6810. 
News Editor 
Features Editor 
Advertising Representatives 
Production Associates 
Ad Designer 
Photography Director 
Photographers 
Office Manager 
Web Master 
Distribution Manger 
Distribution Associate 
Proofreader 
Columnist 
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